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I hope that real love and truth are
••• stronger in the /end than any evil or
••• misfortune in the world.—Charles
••• Dickens.
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NORWOOD-CARROLL FAMILIES

VANNAH FAMILY

The annual reunion of the Smalley
Annual reunion of Vannah family
family will meet with I^eroy Smalley will be held at the Grange hall, Noat Elmore, Wednesday. Aug. 20
bleboro, Aug. 20. Basket lunch.
95-96
H. E. Miller, Secy.
96*lt

The annual reunion of the NorwoodCarroll families will be held at Jeffer
son Lake, Jefferson. Saturday, Aug.

96-97

Aubyne L. Hawes, Sec.

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

PORTLAND MUSIC COMMISSION
Presents

Candidate For

County Attorney

Eighteenth Anniversary Concert
CITY HALL AUDITORIUM
FRIDAY, AUGUST 22 at 7.30
(standard time)

Portland Municipal Orchestra (82 players
Charles R. Cronham. Conductor

Soloist, Hizi Koyke, soprano
Organ Solos by Mr. Cronham
Admission 50 Cents

96-100

THE

Short of Cars '

Landing a Passenger At the Airport

I

club will be held Aug. 16 In Water
ville and there are approximately 30
Rockland members needing transpor
tation. It is entirely a matter of
courtesy on the part of the donors
at the cars, for If expense were en
tailed the old folks would ba unable
to go.
IFor several years Rockland citizens
have answered 100 per cent the call
to give the oldeters their one happy
day ln the whole year. It fat un
thinkable that these 75 year olders
should be deprived of this trip which
provides them a pleasant ’topic of
thought and conversation for months.
The group will leave at 8 o’clock,
daylight, Friday morning from the
Thorndike Hotel.
Every person who is “right" inside
has a tender spot for children and
for old folks. iProve you are “right"
by calling Cha'rman John M. Rich
ardson at The Courier-Gazette or at
862-R and proffering your car for
Friday.

ents, Ambassador and Mrs. Dwight
W. Morrow, but to the disappoint
ment of everybody were not accom
panied by their son and heir, Charles,
Junior.
The trip from Hicksville, N. Y.,
was made Saturday in the Bird mono
plane which Lindy lately presented
to his wife. The Lindberghs left
Hicksville at 10.50 a. m., making re
fuelling stops at Lowell and Portland
on their way to Maine. They arrived
at North Haven about 5 p. m. the
final stage of their journey being
made through a heavy mist. A few
hours later the bay and this whole
section of the coast was wrapped in
thick fog.
In the interim Col. and Mrs. Lind
bergh enjoyed a flight over Penob
scot Bay, which to the couple will
always have a romantic as well as
STAR RETT-SPEAR FAMILY
scenic attraction.
The flfty-flrst annual reunion of the
Sunday the Lindberghs were ob
Starrett-Spear families will be held
liged
to manufacture their own sun
at Reunion Grove Farm. Warren,
shine . for It rained violently and
Thursday. Aug. 21. 1930.
96-98
Bertha A. Starrett, Sec.
dismally until late In the afternoon.
Yesterday they made a trip in the
I honeymoon yacht Mouette. and In the
[ early evening the Colonel paid his
first visit to Rockland, landing at the
Curtiss-Wright flying field about
8.15 with a lady who has been a guest
at the Morrow home, and tvho was
going to Boston on the boat.
Lindy’s arrival at the local airport

New York

Tailor

spectators on the field drawn by the
wonderful stunts of Pilot Boyles.
Had it been known here that the
only man who had even flown from
New York to Paris was coming it is
quite a question if most of the 5000
persons who attended the Barnes Cir.
cus would not have been at the Cur
tiss-Wright flying field instead.
The Lindbergh plane stopped at the
airport long enough to refuel, and
meantime the Colonel strolled about
the field viewing with frank surprise
the work which has been done here
by the Curtiss-Wright people.
“Gorry!” said the Colonel, “You’ve
got a fine plant here."
He chatted freely with the members
of the Curtiss-Wright staff, but ac
cording to Dan Snow was one of the
most bashful men he ever saw.
Col. and Mrs. Lindbergh left
North Haven at 6.30 this morning
for Williamstown, Mass., where the
Colonel will attend a conference on
national air policies. The great flyer
has been braking a careful study of
international air transportation and
is keenly interested in the subject to
bo discussed. Mrs. Lindbergh will
also attend the conference.
Col. Lindbergh will fly to Wash
ington Friday to receive from the
hands of President Hoover a special
Congressional gold medal commemo
rating his achievements in the ad
vancement of aviation.

ANNOUNCES

A New Fall and Winter Line of

SEVENTY-SIX
YEARS

Made To Order
Clothes

nuous Banking Service for Rockland and
Surrounding Communities
ENSIGN OTIS
417 Main Street, Rockland

The North National Bank has played a big part
in the business life of Eastern Maine for over
three-quarters of a Century.
Through these Years of Service this Bank has
established itself as a Reliable, Safe, Progressive,
ever Dependable Banking Institution.

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

A lifelong resident of Knox County;
46 years old; has been a member and
officer of many civic and benevolent
organizations; his practice as attorney-at-law has been predominantly
in the Civil end Probate Courts, and
ha has no criminal practice to aban
don it elected County Attorney. A
clean, competent, sensible and im
partial administration will be hit aim.

YOUR VOTE WILL BE
APPRECIATED
96-107

KNOX COUNTY'S LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION

A

That’s AU That Leroy A. Black Paid For His—Why They
Call Him “Leroy the Lucky”

Coat and Pants $20.25

Full Suit, Overcoat $23.50

“I’ll say I'm lucky.”
Leroy A. Black of Water street has
AND SAY!
been singing and whistling this re
We Reline and Remodel FURS—
frain for a steady diet, and there’s a
Do All Sorts of Cleaning, Press
reason. A whole flock of 'em ln fact
Saturday night he made his ap
ing and Repairing in a Skillful
pearance tardily at the American
and Up-to-Oate Fashion
Legion circus his late arrival being
due to a refractory Ford, which how
ever. belonged to somebody else.
502 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
At that moment he had none of Ihe
Corner Summer and Main Sta.
pickets which might or might not
mean the futura ownership of a nice
Chevrolet ccaeh, but when a clever
auctioneer heean selling them he dug
down, found a two-dollar william, and
swapped It for a block containing 400
of the pasteboards.
NOT TO BE OF THE
The number entitling somebody to
the Chevrolet coach was found to be
18.001. He looked idly at his stubs, and
saw that some of them were num
bered in the 18,000's, but he didn’t get
Saves Money! Saves Time! Saves
rfreatlif excited. Nobody claimed the
Endless Annoyance!
coach and nearly everybody had left
The AAA it at your aervice all the
the grounds when Leroy Black still
time and everywhere
idly thumbing the ticket stubs came
Ask Me For Details
across one which nearly had the effect
of knocking him over backward as he
ROBERT A. WEBSTER expressed
It.
TEL. 664.
ROCKLAND, ME.
It read 18,001.
79tf
And so Leroy the Lucky came into

WHO CAN AFFORD

ONE >
NEXT
NIGHT < SATURDAY, AUGUST 16
ONLY )
at 6.20
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT OF

F. JAMES

CARROLL PLAYERS
Professional New York Company—Seven Seasons in Bangor

GUEST STAR

ADELYN BUSHNELL
In J. HARTLEY MANNER’S Famous Comedy in Three Acts

“PEG O’ MY HEART’’
Supported by the Entire Carroll Favorites and

A great many young men have selected the
Security Trust Company as their bank. They
know it is the largest banking institution in
Knox County and one of the strongest in Maine.

MARSHALL BRADFORD
and Professional Debut of

EDITH KELLER
of Thomaaton
RESERVED SEATS NOW ON SALE AT MCDONALD'S DRUG
STORE—ALL SEATS 50 CENTS

They have heard that it is our policy to give every
possible assistance to young men starting out in
business. They know that the directors of the
Security are successful business men and its of
ficers men of the highest integrity.
One of the first decisions a young men should
make when he sets forth in the business world is
the choice of a bank. A wise selection can bring
him many advantages not obtainable through
any other channels.

FAIR

Young men will be welcomed at any Security
Trust Company office. We cordially invite them
to come in and talk over their plans with us.

ON THE MALL

MEMBER

OF

THE

FINANCIAL

INSTITUTIONS

GROUP

Hon. Burleigh Martin of Augusta,
who is very kindly serving as State
chairman for the revision of roster
for the Three-Quarter Century Club
preliminary to the annual meeting to
be held in Waterville on Friday, states
that a group of capable Maine citi
zens is ably assisting him. The Knox
County member is Representative
George St. Clair of Rockland,
Tills cooperation on the part of busy
Maine citizens Is mueh appreciated,
not only my Mr.Martin the State chair
man. but by the Maine Public Health
Association which issues the indi
vidual invitations.
Another phase of the program—that
of transportation—is being looked
after by Hon. Frank H. Holley of
North Anson, whose work as State
chairman of transportation Is much
appreciated. Both the Maine Central
and ‘Bangor and Aroostook Railroad
Companies are offering reduced rates.
Mr. Holley has appointed Mrs. J. A.
Creighton of Thomaston as chairman
for Knox County, and Hon. Forrest
H. Bond, assisted by Mrs. Maude
Clark Gay of Waldoboro for Lincoln
County.
Gov. Wm. Tudor Gardiner has ar
ranged his engagements for the day
in such a manner as to be able to be
present in the forenoon, and address
the group. This favor is much ap
preciated, for Gov. Gardiner’s pres
ence at the annual meeting meant
extra pleasure for the members last
year, and they are looking forward to
meeting him again in 1930.
Dr. E. D. Merrill of Dover-Foxcroft,
honorary president of the Maine Pub
lic Health Association, has offered to
contribute and present the prizes for
the literary contest, while Miss Abbie
M. Buck, child health education di
rector for the association, lias fur
nished one of the prizes for the ex
hibit of fancy articles.

SOUTH THOMASTON
5.00 to 8.00 P. M.—E. S. T.

SUPPER
5.00 to 7.00 P. M.

MIDWAY
SHOPS OF ALL KINDS
COOKED FOOD
CANDY

“THE
WOMANLESS
WEDDING”
A FARCE AT 8.00

Comedy Acts
Dancing After the Play
FRIDAY, AUGUST 15

BEST PARADE EVER—1 P. M.

COME!

Plans Still Going On For
Three - Quarter Century
Club’s Outing

At

SOMETHING FOR EVERYBODY
A

'

CARNIVAL

1 DAY-AUfiUST 20-1 DAY
Camden, Rockoort, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven

FRIDAY’S THE DAY

In case of trouble with electric
lights or fallen wires between 9
o’clock Saturday night and 7 o’clock
Monday morning, phone 507. Rock
land, the C. M. P. Co. power station.—
adv.

THOMASTON

ROCKLAND

possession of a nice car. the ticket
for which had cost him half a cent.
Last fall Leroy the Lucky drew a
$150 radio at Camden for a quarter.
A few days later he went duek
hunting and shot a deer with a charge
of bird shot.
Nobody knows what Leroy the
Lucky will do next.
Possibly he will fly from London
to Paris, like "Lucky Lindy’” did.

ST. GEORGE

AMERICAN LEGION

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

MOTOR CAR

HALF-CENT

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON

Why this bank attracts
young men.

RAILS

WILL

REMAIN

’’Three-Quarter
Chairman
Is Distinguished Flyer Pays His First Visit To Rockland, Abandonment of Street Railway Freight Service Has No

The

s?-At the
Si
of r;
1 North
National
B'ariV

j

Volume '85.................... Number 96

THREE CENTS A COPY

1846. In 1874 tbe Courier was established and
Transportation for Rockland’s quo
consolidated with the Gazette ln 1882. The
Col. and Mrs. Charles A. Lindbergh w’as unannounced, but as luck would
Free Press was established ln 1855 and In ta of the ThreeQuarter Century Club
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These is sorely needed The meeting ot the spent the weekend at the North Ha have it. there were several hundred
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
ven summer home of the bride's par

GENERAL INSURANCE

SMALLEY FAMILY

Rockland’s
Century”

COL.

Tuesday
Issue

94-98

9(1-97

Bearing On Trolley Passenger Service—An Interesting
Interview With Supt. Blodgett
The discontinuance of the Street land newer employes have been reRailway freight service between leased to make way for them.
The Street Railway will continue
Rockland and Camden, which was
Inaugurated 35 years ago Is thought to handle express and mail, having
by some persons to mark the begin had those contracts since the road
ning of the end so far as Ihe Central was started.
The passenger service is carried on
Maine Power Company’s trolley sys
through the medium of 15 cars, which
tem is conceived.
But It finds no such reaction In the are of modern design, and will be
mind of Supt. H. P. Blodgett, who maintained.
The Central Maine Power Com
voices the emphatic opinion that
Rockland, Thomaston & Camden pany, of which the Rockland Thom
Street Railway will continue its serv aston & Camden Street Railway Is a
ice, at least for a number of years to humble unit, has many irons in the
come. He pointed out that three fire these days, and one of the biggest
ones, of course, is the Wyman Dam
at Bingham. That great enterprise
J has given employment to as high as
I960 men. and there are even now 1400
on the payroll with the work well
along toward completion. Also there
are 800 men at work on the service
line which Is being built from
Bingham to supply the new pulp mill
at Bucksport, where, Supt. Blodgett
Is given to understand, they will be
manufacturing paper hy September.
Another bright spot on Maine's
horizon at this time is the proposed
fertilizer plant which is to he built
at Sandy Point on the site of tho
shipyard which was operated hy
Uncle Sam during the World War.
The properly has already been bought
and the necessary permits have been
obtained. The new enterprise will be
the climax of Aroostook farmers’
hopes and ambitions. They have
been manufacturing fertilizer on a
Supt. H. P. Blodgett Who Says Trol small scale for some years, but now
ley Cars Are Here To Stay For Sev see in the near future a plant which
eral More Years, At Least
will come nearer to meeting the enor
mous demand of the Aroostook potato
miles of roadbed have been resurfaced growers. It will call for 400 h. p„ to
during the summer and 3500 sleepers be supplied hy the Central Maino
have been laid.
The passenger Power Company.
traffic of the present summer is
about 10 percent below that of last
A FEAST OF MUSIC
season.
Supt. Blodgett Is, of course, un Director Chapman
Names
familiar with the early history of the
Some of the Lakewood
road, but has the statistics of modern
Festival Stars
years at his finger tips. Turning to
the files of 1920 he pointed out that
There will be a feast of music to
the freight receipts were as high as
delight the lovers of fine melody at
$5000 a month. In February, 1928,
Lakewood* Monday night, Aug. 25,
they had reached low ebb, adding only Tuesday night. Aug. 26 and Wednes
$368 to the earnings of the Street day matinee, Aug. 27, when Dr. Wil
Railway. The average for that year liam (Rogers Chapman holds his
grand operatic music festival. Seats
was between $500 and $600 a month,
are now being reserved nt the box
and the corporation was having a office for the three concerts and Dr.
deficit of from $4000 to $5000 a year Chapman is engaged in arranging the
in the operation of this department. program and securing the artists.
This in striking contrast to that lEach of the concerts will have its
distinct individual appeal.
halcyon period when it was necessary
At least five distinguished New
to run two and three trains a day, York artists are engaged by Dr.
They will sing duets,
and sometimes a night train, in order Chapman.
to take care of the freight congestion solos, trios andi quartets from six of
the finest pf the grand operas. Names
represented by products of the which can be announced at this time
woolen mills, grain, lumber, provi are Wilma Miller, coloratura soprano;
Devora Nadworney, contralto; Brow n
sions, etc. w
The construction of a permanent ing Mammury, tenor, and Erie B.
iRenw’ick, baritone. There will also he
highway between Rockland and
a violinist of .international fame as
Rockport marked the first step in the one of the artists on the programs.
When the history of fine music in
decline of the freight business so far
I
as the Street Railway was concerned, Maine comes to ‘be written the name
of iWilliam 'Rogersc Chapman will
for It made possible a year around
hold an honored place. iSlnce giving
motor truck service, which private up his active work in Maine (Doctor
parties were not slow ln inaugurating. Chapman has directed concerts in
These trucks could deliver at the New York and other cities i which
have gaiped him a high place for the
door, and manifestly this could not
quality of the artists who appeared
be done by the trolley freight.
under his direction. This is all a
• • « •
guarantee that the Music (Festival at
Two years ago the Central Maine Lakewood will be a rare treat.
Power Company felt that the time
had arrived when this branch of the
business should he abandoned. The
Camden Board of Trade viewed this
proposition with mueh regret and
asked the company if it would not
continue another year, pledging itself
meantime to rehabilitate the busi
ness as far as possible.
But the 1io|«>d-for result did not
materialize, and when Supt. Blodgett
again appeared heforo the Camden
business men three months ago they
promptly conceded that the com
pany's retrenchment policy was the
only one which could reasonably be
adopted, and that the attitude of the
Central Maine Power Company had
been an eminently fair one. So due
notice was given and the freight serv
ice Is now handled entirely by private
concerns.
The company for Its freight service
maintained 16 freight and two motor
freight cars. Two of these cars have
already been sold, one has been telegated to the junk heap, two are con
vertible into smew plows and the
others will be sold for what they may
bring.
When the service was discontinued
the department was employing four
men. but previously, when business
was better, there were more on the
payroll.
Maynard Leach, who was serving
as freight agent at Camden, continues
in the same business, for he has
bought a truck and is In business for
himself. Bert Gregory, who has been
working in the capacity of despatcher,
has joined the "Barn" crew. The
other late employes of the freight de
partment have been absorbed by the
Street Railway in other capacities,

PETERS DISAPPROVES
Boston Ex-Mayor, Summer
ing At North Haven, Is

Not a Candidate
The action of Massachusetts Dem
ocrats in filing nomination papers
for ex-Mayor Andrew J. Peters of
Boston, as a candidate for the guber
natorial nomination, does not meet
the approval of Mr. Peters, as a local
newspaper man learned Saturday
when he communicated with the dis
tinguished Dost on lan at his summer
home at North Haven.
'Any papers filed have been filed
without my knowledge or consent,”
said Mr. Peters, "and such have my
complete disapproval.”
Mr. Peters declined to dLscuss the
matter further, and was apparently
deriving much greater satisfaction
from the enjoyment of his delightful
summer home than he would be in
participating in the nice little row
which the Bay State Democrats ap
pear to have kicked up.
The Boston Globe, through which
Mr. Peters’ North Haven decision was
made known, says that Massachusetts
Democrats are still hoping that Mr.
Peters will consent to run. but here’s
betting a cookie he doesn’t.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
forgiveness

heart'whs heavy, for Its trust had been
Abused, its kindness answered with foul
wrong:
So. turning gloomily from my fellow-men.
One summer Sabbath day I strolled among
The green mounds of the village burial-place:
Where, pondering bow all human love and
hate
Find one sad level: and how. soon or late.
Wronged and wrongdoer, each .with meekened
face.
And cold hands folded over a still heart.
Pass the green threshold of our common grave.
Whither all footsteps tend, whence none de
part.
Awed for myself, and pitying ray race.
Our common sorrow, like a mighty wave.
Swept all my pride away, and trembling. I for
gave !
—John Greenleaf Whittier.
My
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IN

The Courier-Gazette
Rockland. (Me., Aug. 12, 1930.
Personally appeared Frank fri. iLyddle, who
on oath declared that he is Pressman In the
jfflce of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Aug. 9. 1930, there was
Before me.
FRANK B. MILLER,
printed a total of 6337 copies.

THE

SEESAW

LEAGUE

Where Positions Change With Every Game -Thomaston
Encounters “Fatal Seventh”

SPEAR’S SHOEH STORE
‘

Notary Public.

This Week's Game*

This two-day pilgromage to Maine,
by the Governors of Massachusetts
and New Hampshire, with an attend
ant train of half a hundred, sounds a
note of association with Massachu
setts tercentenary celebration that
Maine is entitled to have sounded.
The visitors are to see only a small
portion of our State—brevity of their
call admits of nothing more—but we
wish they could have found their way
over to these regions which are so
closely linked with the earliest his
tory. For it was here at Thomaston,
when Waymouth made his memorable
voyage in 1605, that the foot of Eng
lishman was for the first time set
upon the mainland of New Englaqd
and made the faint beginnings of
what now is being celebrated in
Massachusetts after a lapse of three
hundred years. Twenty-five years
before the Puritans of 1630 arrived,
Thomaston witnessed a company of
men in armor landing on its shore
and marching across country to the
top of Dodge’s Mountain. We should
have been glad to point out these
things to Governor Allen and Gover
nor Tobey and also show them
“Montpelier," the recently reared
monument to that great figure of the
Revolution, Major General Henry
Knox.

The penetration of golf into the
v Hampshire state prison is a sig
nificant ard shall we say hopeful
sign, suggesting as it does a possible
solution of some of the difficulties
that have manifested themselves by
recent violent outbreaks of the con
victs. We can scarcely imagine any
thing better adapted to the ameliora
tion of the monotony of prison life
than the proper application of this
soothing game. By all means let the
prisoner be taught golf. At the flrst
of it there will probably be found
within the prison walls nobody
capable of teaching the game, for real
golfers are not criminally inclined, so
instructors will have to be added to
the administration staff. Tbe result
cannot fail to be salutary. The mor
ale of prison life will be elevated, the
mind of the convict receive proper
adjustment to his environment and
the real purpose of legal imprison
ment will thereby be attained. Really,
the possibilities of golf are almost
limitless.

«

Tuesday (5.30 p. m.)—Camden at
Rockland.
Wednesday (5.30 p. m.) Jit- George
vs. Thomaston, at Rockland?
Friday (5.30 p. m.)—Thomaston at
Rockland.
Saturday (4 p. m.)—St. George at
Camden.

The Knox County Twilight Dengue
Is proving a fascinating seesaw, fur
the teams shift position with almost
every game played. Camden is now
hack in second place, separated from
the leaders by only a single game
Here are the official "flggers:"
Won Lost P C.
St. George..................... 8
5
.617
7
6
4

Camden ..............
Rockland............................
Thomaston .......................

6
6
8

.539

.500
.333

• • • •
Camden 6, Thomaston 2

Thomaston held Camden to a 1 to 1
score for live innings, at Camden Sat
urday afternoon, hut a barrage of
long distance hits In the seventh
proved that team's undoing. Cary
Bok was Camden's moundsman on
this occasion and kept the hits well
scattered. Benner starred tin short
field, accepting all of his ten chances.
The score:
Camden

Dailey, cf ...............
Thomas, c ...............
Plaisted. 3b ...........
Bennett, rf .............
Boynton. If .............
Cards B«.k ...........
Kit Lards. 2b .........
Grafton, ss .............
Carey Bok. p .........

THE OLD HOPE PEW

out where she lives and come around
I hunting for “sooveneers,” whatever
| they may be. Her husband says there
Adds a P. S. To What It are plenty for as many who will come
Wrote About the Old Pea and welcome, but she is afraid they
would take her “anteeks,” so please
let us keep this just between our
body Pew Excitement
selves, Mr. Editor.
Sincerely yours.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
The Same Old Hope Pew
I read my letter in your Saturday

issue, and now that I have begun. 1
want to keep right on writing for your
columns. You see. some one in your
office added "Hope Corner. August.
6th’’ to what I wrote, and that made
' it seem as if some one up there in
that town put me up to it. so :hat we
' oould get some money for repairing
the church.
Now, Mr. Editor, no one in Hope
knew anything about that letter: it
was that Rockland woman, who was
fussing around so much the night of
the play, who put the idea in my
head. She is altogether to blame, al
though I’m very sure that L. E. True
of Hope wouldn't return any thank
offerings which might he sent to him.
You see. there was quite a cellar un
derneath the church and that beam
could have dropped a good deal more.
If It had. some people might have
been killed. Those people who were
harping on "The Old Peabody Pew”
That the automobile should have so much, didn’t know that, or they
put out of existence that Institution would have stopped the play and told
the people to go home.
long hallowed by time, the circus
However, everything is ail right
parade, is another manifestation of now. the church floor is all mended,
the inexorableness of modern prog the Hope women cleaned the church
ress. If it Is progress. Some times on Saturday (those "Peabody Pew”
women have nothing on them) and
we have our doubts. And yet the they had a nice service on Sunday,
world easily makes readjustment. in spite of the rain.
Please don’t let anyone try to find
No long time ago one would have
out which pew 1 am. Mr. Editor, if
scoffed at the idea of a circus omit
they come to church on Visitation
ting to honor the streets of our city Day.
I'm not quite sure of my
with its historic panoply of glittering whereabouts myself, and that Rock
wagons, noble and beautiful riders land woman says that since this part
of the state has become so famous,
upon horseback, elephants and camels on account of Edwin Arlington Rob
moving with stately tread, and at inson and Edna St. Vincent Millay
the last of it the raucous calliope— and Ben Ames Williams all having
regarded by the onlooker as an object lived around here at one time or an
other, she Is afraid people will find
of two syllables—and expecting to
have its huge tent crowded with audi
ences. But all this took place yes
The Extra
terday. The streets were bare of
processioning, the tent was thronged
Comfort
to overflowing.
Truly old things
liave passed away.
found in

The motion of the Catholic Church
to clean up the stage of that city is
entitled to the support of a solidified
public opinion. "Tlie New York stage
this summer," declares Mgr. Michael
J Lavelle, rector of St. Patrick’s
cathedral, In a letter to his parishion
ers, has sunk so low that it has be
come the “dishonor of America’s fin
est, noblest and most hospitable of
cities.” There will always be some
fragments of audiences, we suppose,
eager to wallow in the gutter, but
that places ot entertainment should
be made gutters of slime and nothing
eise should not be permitted among
a civilized people. All honor to the
Catholic Church and to every church
that lifts its potent voice in protest
against the rising tide of filth.
What reports can our readers give
« h respect to last night's promised
shower of meteors? Making this
inquiry in the early morning follow
ing, we have been unable to extract
much definite information upon the
subject, though two or three ambi
tious persons who are astronomically
minded inform us that they were out
of bed once or twice in the dead vast
and middle of the night, narrowlysearching the heavens. But nothing
came of it. This has so often been
our own experience in the past that
we confess to only a languid interest

ENNA
JETTICK
SHOES
didn’t “just happen”
by accident......................
It’s the result of a very
thorough study of your
requirements..................
177 Sizes and Widths
range from 1 to 12, and
AAAAA to EEE—Also
many charming styles
to choose from................

S H OES

FOR WO MEN

in the subject.
Happily no personal injuries at
tended upon the recent sinking of
tho church floor in a neighboring
town, though it might easily have
been otherwise. The occurrence nat
urally directs inquiry toward other
buildings used for public gatherings,
as to whether they are properly safe
guarded through frequent inspection
against any possibility of accident.
Such Insurance is easily provided and
ought not to be omitted.

AAAAA to EEE Size; 1 to IJ
Listen to

ENNA JETTICK

6 13 27 11

i

If You’ll Eat With Me

4

Thorri aston

t
•

Your Fortune Free

ab r bh po a
3 1 0 3 0
4
4
4
4
4
4’
4
4

i

Benner, ss ..........
______
...... -....
Boggs, lb .........
Condon, p, c......
M. Sawyer, c, p
b. Sawyer, 2b .......
Vinal. If ........ -........
Mealey, cf...............
(’hapels, 3b .............
Walker, rf...............

ab i bh po
0 6
5
4
2 10
4
1 3
4
4
4
3
3
4

at
i Thomaston .....
I Camden ...........

Ye Greene Arbor
UNION, MAINE

WEDNESDAY, AUG. 13
Luncheon $1.00

35 2 8 24 13 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 —2
00010140 0—6

Two base hits. Bennett 3. M. Saw
yer. Richards. Curtis Bok, Boggs
Richards. Double play, Plaisted to
Richards to Bok. Stolen bases. Benner. Base on balls, off Bok 1. off ConI don 1. Struck out'by Bok 5, by Condon 1. by M. Sawyer 2. Passed ball,

M. Sawyer.
Wild pitch. Condon,
empires, Kennedy and Nelson.
• • • •
Unique among the baseball leagues '
jn yiajne this season is the one in the
town of Orrington. which furnishes \
four competitors—North Orrington. !
East Orrington. South Orrington and
Orrington Center. A thousand fans
saw one of the games last week.

SOUTH THOMASTON
Lane Thorndyke is the guest of his
brother Fred K. Thorndyke.
Jesse Sleeper nas given up his
position with the Piudentil Life In
surance Co. and K. S. Newton of
Rockland has taken his place and will
be collection agent in this place.
Mrs. Hattie Butler from Appleton
is tlie guest of her sister Mrs. Jennie
Clark.
At the regular meeting of Wessaweskeag Grange Wednesday night
Miss Dorothy Rackliff was initiated
in the 1st and 2nd degrees.
Mrs. Freda Milliken of Massachu
setts is the guest of her father Frank
Fuligrton.
The Church Fair occurred Friday
night and was a success in every
way; $159 was netted.
Next Friday night our pastor pre
sents the comedy "The Womanless
Wedding” together with a fine musi
cal program. From 5.30 to 7.30 the
V I S. will serve the regular linked
bean supper for the benefit of the
street light fund. During the sup
per hour Mr. Stafford and other
young men of the village will carry
on a carnival on tlie lawn. The car
nival and play wlll be for the benefit
of the church. Altogether it promises
to be a great opportunity for some
fun and also to help two worthy
causes.
First Selectman S. O. Hurd wishes
to Impress upon the minds of all au
tomobile owners in town the importince of the campaign being launched
by Gov. Gardiner for conservati 'n of
human life. August 1 to 31 has been
designated as the "Save-a-life Period"
when all motorists are urged to sub
mit to an inspection of their motor
vehicles as to the safety of brakes,
lights . horns, steering mechanism,
windshield wipers, mirrors and the
position of number plates. Nearly
every garage in Rockland has been
appointed as official inspection sta
tions and after every vehicle has
been found satisfactory or has been
made safe for operation on highways
the official inspection station will at
tach a small sticker to the windshield.
The inspection will be absolutely free
i of charge. Mr. Hurd urges that all
South
Thomaston
motorists
he
prompt In attending to this matter.
As South Thomaston never lias bee n
I lax in its public duties he feels sure

WJZ

l.vcrv

TI’KSIHY
Even inc
WEAK

regularly sell for $1.98, $2.98 and over.

WALKOVER SIGN
ROCKLAND, ME.

$8.50, discontinued styles and broken sizes.

$3.49
Come this week and save some good money
*
« kx
W. HLSPEAR, Prop.

this o’craslon will be no exception and
that loO % of our motof verieles will
hear the official sticker within the
designated time.

OWL’S HEAD
Tlie annual church fair under the
auspices of the Ladies’ Aid Society.
Owl's Head Baptist Church will be
hel dthis week on Thursday after
noon.
Mrs. Celia Leadbetter is
chairman Mrs. Borgerson and Miss
Kla Maddocks on the soliciting com
mittee; Berl Boorgerson, fish pond;
ice cream. Mrs. Ruth Buckminster,
Mary Foster; cretonne. Margery Phil
brook and Lillian Maddocks; aprons,
Mrs. Celia Leadbetter; berries and
flowers. Mrs. Parker Merriam and Ca
milla Emery; dandy. Mrs. Evelyn Sin
clair; food. Mrs. Speed: lunch room.

Mrs. Martha Maddocks; fancy work,
Mrs. Helen Carlson, Miss Ruth Rus
sell; cold drinks, Mrs. Bone, Olive
Farrell: decorating committee. Mr.s.
Merriam, Mrs. Edith Young, NUss
Edna Ross. Helen Ross. Paul and
Donad Merriam. Thursday evening
at o’clock following the fair there
will 'be a musical and literary enter
tainment in the church.
On the program are readings by
Miss Louise Dolliver, Miss Madlene
Rogers and Mrs. Paige; vocal solos
by Miss A. B. Hewitt, musical director
of the Bancroft School; Jerry Margerson and Rymond Greene, also,
vocal selections by the Rockland
Philharmonic male quartet. A little
talk will also be given on China, and
the Chinese wedding ceremony, dem
onstrated by Mrs. Helen Carlson, who
was for several years a missionary in
China.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sholes, Jr.,
and Mrs. Fred Miller of Bast Wey
mouth. Mass., are visiting Mrs.
Miller's parent;. Mr. and Mrs. H. Er
Rackliff.
Wilbur Dennison returned to West
Pownall Friday after spending four
days at his home here.
Miss Addle Towsend and Miss Nina
Townsend have returned home after
two weeks visit with their aunt Mrs.
Edgar Rackliff.
The men folks were called Wednes
day to fight a Are at Rackliffe’s Island
which threatened Mrs. J. A. Lowe’s
building.

Speaking of plastic surgery, isn't
there some way to transfer bone
from a stateman's head to his back?
—Brooklyn Times.

lb

32c

I Corned Beef Sale I Free Cabbage
8L - 10& =

Good Cuts

All colors

15L

In Addition To These Low Prices We Will Give You a Pound of Cabbage Free
With Each Pound of Corned Beef You Buy

Chuck ■Roast
S
Pot Roast
TUB BUTTER
Very Tasty Cheese

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Second Annual Sale

lb
1lb
1lb
lb

1

15c
25c
37c
27c

Properly Aged In Our Own Coolers—A Try Will Convince You

Pickling Vinegar

at ROCKLAND, MAINE

1f

The Vinegar Offered Is a Product of
Heinz—Could There Be Any Better?

We wish to announce to our
customers and others who are
interested in Arts—the OPEN
ING of a Branch Store at 500
Main Street, Rockland, Maine,
for the month of August, where
lovers of Rare Oriental Rugs
will find the most wonderful col
lection that has ever been shown
in this section of the country.
There will be on display over
two thousand Rugs, mostly An
tiques and Semi-Antiques, in
cluding: 1 7th Century Silk Ispa
han, value $2500.00; Bakhtiari
13x20 feet, value $5000.00;
Royal Kashan and Royal Bokaras, value $2000.00 each, and
many others in Antiques and
Semi-Antiques—in all sizes, col
ors and designs.

WHEELER’S BAY

Save Money!
Free Cabbage

The materials are linens, piques, ratines, fou
lards, etc. Short and long sleeves

19c

Swordfish
1lb 35c
Crab Meat
r <iXo he
cain 28c
Sweet Potatoes_ _^r1 “ 3 11>s 25c
Native Fruits and Vegetables
Smoked Shoulders
1
Smoked, Mild
Kind
11_
That Will
You—Also Free Cabbage!
ID I
If
Cigarettes
carton $1.17
£l B

. vrleLB. L

"

^o

Freshly

Cure, the

Please

o

kle

19c

THE ORIENTAL RUG CO.

and Associated Stations

McLain Shoe Store

ity, Enna Jettick and several other makes, values $5.00 to

Fresh Daily Arrivals From Nearby Farms—Certainly a Treat and a Low Price

On sale today and until sold, House Dresses that

Melodies ' Songbird
Every
SUNDAY
Evening

We have on sale for one week 500 Pairs of Queen Qual

Native Broiling ’
CHICKENS

ANNOUNCEMENT

All sizes

GOOD
SHOES

BANGOR, MAINE
ROCKLAND BRANCH

500 MAIN STREET.

Our last year’s sale held at Fuller-Cobb~Davis’

TEL. 271

PERRY’S MARKET

Every-0 ther-Day
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T FURKIIURE SALE
We Continue To Offer Smashing Bargains At This Greatest Of
All August Furniture Sales!
GREAT PRICE SLASH Ofo SUMMER GOODS

All This Month We Will Continue This Great Sale. Articles Are
Added Daily
See These Values In Refrigerators!
We Are Offering Our Great
Stock of Refrigerators at a
Price Almost Beyond Belief.
Come In and See!

All Swayers, Hammocks,
*'*•'7* -3

V

j * i

•'

- .

Porch Chairs and Rockers,
Lawn

Furniture, Croquet

BED OUTFIT $18.75

Sets, at only a fraction of

Handsome bed, national
spring, good mattress, only
$18.75

the usual price.

EASY TERMS ARRANGED IF DESIRED

Household “Charm” Range

I Atlantic “Dutchess” Range pr’cfe $49.75

$49.75

• Free and Prompt Delivery of All Goods Purchased

Stonington Furniture Company
Last week's prizes at Carr’s bowl

ing alleys were awarded thus:
talk of the town Graham,
144; O. Butler, 128; J. Green,
119; V. Norton and F. Knight, 116.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Aug. 12-14—New Belfast Fair.
Aug. 13— Lincolnville Beach Fair, dance
and cafeteria supper at Continuity hall.
Aug. 14—Knox County Fish & Game Asso
ciation meets at the Camden Yacht Club.
Aug. H—tPhoebe Crosby concert, Universa
list Church.
♦
Aug. 14 Owl’s Head Church fair.

Robert Powell, a Matlnlcus lobster
fisherman was brought to Knox Hos
pital Friday night, having injured'
one of his legs while operating his
boat. His stay at the hospital was
Aug. K -State field meeting of the Knox a brief one, and by this time he is
Academy of Arts and Sciences at the Knox probably back on the Job.

Arboretum.
Aug. 15—'Martinsville, annual fair and
supper of Ladles’ Circle at Grange hall.
Aug. 15—Annual Field Day of Three-quarter
Century Club at Waterville fair grounds.
[Note change in date.)
Aug. ,20—Thomaston, annual fair on the
Mall.
Aug. 20—Rockport, Johnson Society lawn
party and fair.
Aug. 25-26—Music festival at Lakewood.
Aug. 29—Republican *wnfrlwlnd tour In
Knox County.
Sept. 1—Labor Day celebration of Paving
Cutters’ Union at Tenant’s Harbor.
Sept. 5-0—Simonton Community fair.
Sept. 8—State election.

Jack Hartley was the entertainer
at tho Forty Club yesterday present
ing several snappy song numbers.
The club’s full quota of cars to the
Christmas Cove motorcade was vol
unteered and plans were discussed
for the semi-annual meeting which
will be held Aug. 26.

Several thousand cards were In the
mails this mornin'g bearing the in
formation that the John A. Black
Black Company Inc. was formally
COMING REUNIONS
Aug. 13—Bills family at home of Mary Bills opened for business. Mr. Black will
engage In a general Insurance and
in Hope.
Aug. 13—Winchenbaugh family at Beach real estate business with agency for
Farm Inn, Jefferson Lake.
Aug. 13 —Descendants of Ebenezer -H»ll, at the Sun Life Assurance Co.
Penobscot View (.range hall, Glencove.
Aug. 16—Nonvood-Carroll families

ferson Lake.

Jef

—.■■

Aug. 17—Light family at the home of W. W.
Light, Washington.
Aug. 19—Robbins family at the home of
Mrs.' May . Robbins. East Union.
Aug. 20—Vannah family at Nobleboro
Grange hall.
Aug. 20—Calderwood family at* Henry
Keller’s. West Rockport.
Aug. 2o—Smalley family at Leroy RmflUey’s,
Eltnorc.
Aug. 21—Shibles family at Penobscot View
Grange hall.,
Aug. 21—Starrett -Spear families at Re
union Grove Farm, Warren.
Aug. 28—Robinson family at <St.-4G*orge
Grange hall.
Aug. 27—Hi»; family at the Harvey Post
grbve. North Warrtoi. ’
Aug. 27—The Kalloch* family at Attfiur D.
Kalloch’s. Thomaston.
Aug. 27—uUmmons family nt the heme of
Fred L and'lRobert Simmons, East Warren.
Aug. 28—Hoffses family at Falller farm,
North 'Cushlhg.
Aug. 28- Hoffses family at the JFuller farm,
North Cushing.
Sept. 1—Whittmore family at Verona.

Capt. Levi W. Leadbetter, Owl's
Head, departed for the fishing
grounds this morning with a group
of ambitious amateurs comprising
Frank H. Whitney, son Leslie, grand
son Richard and a friend from Akron
Ohio together with Willis I. Ayer and’
Thomas Chisholm. Mr. Whitney has
lately returned from Akron.

These delegates and alternates have
been elected by the auxiliary .of
Winslow-Holbrook Post. A. L. to at
tend the Department Convention In
Augusta August 25-27. Mrs. Sarah
Griffin, Mrs. Corinne Edwards, Miss
Pearl Borgerson, Mrs. Annie Alden
and Mrs. Myra Watts; alternates.
Mrs. Geneva Upham. Mrs. Elizabeth
Barton. Mrs. Margaret Kelley, Mrs.
Norah Benner and Mrs. Julia Huntley.

A Rockland visitor from St. Peters
Orange meeting at Pleasant Valley burg, Fla., wishing to dispose of a
Grange hall tonight.
r
___
v|p;? paper bag on Main street, was heard
to ask: "Where are your garbage
E. M. Benner, general dMlYPry cans?" It was with reluctance he
clerk at the Postoffice, Is on hte an was told there are none, so he tucked
nual vacation.
the paper in his pocket and carried
—
it away to be disposed of elsewhere
Supt. A. P. MeAlary of the ‘Cam than on Main street. The cleanliness
den & Rockland Water Co. is having of the streets of St. Petersburg is
a fortnight’s vacation.
noted, largely due, «o it is said, to
the strict ruling regarding the use of
Arthur L. Andrews is having his garbage cans.
vacation fro m the Burpee furniture
Roy H. Genthner of Waldoboro is
store.
*
1. x •
now County Agent for Frlgidalre
’
--having taken over the contract from
Lieut. Commander William J. Lee
Munsey Motor Co. He will open an
who has been with his family, sum
office and display room at Gonla’s in
mering in Camden, for several weeks
the new Bicknell. Mr. Genthner has
left last night enroute to Washing
been associated with Frlgldaire since
ton, D. C.
‘
—
—
its introduction into this section and
has been county agent for Delco
The annual Kent's Hill get-to products for 13 years. He has asso
gether, takes place on the Seminary ciated with him as salesman A. C.
premises next Saturday from
m. Jones of Rockland who was with the
to 5 p. m. standard. Dr. R. W. Bick Munsey organization.
ford is president of the organisation.

v'

—

yu

1

Two special features of the State
Legion Auxiliary meetings to be held
at Augusta Aug. 24-27 will be the re
ports of the Fldac committee of which
Mrs. William Tudor Gardiner Is
chairman, and the committee on edu
cation of war orphans of which Mrs.
Sarah 'S. Higgins of Augusta is
chairman. Among the social features
Frank T. Pearson of Waterbury, will be the tea given at the Blaine
Bonn., is spending a vacation ot two Mansion by Mrs. Gardiner. Several
or three weeks in tills Vicinity^
With members of the local auxiliary are
ty. with
planning to attend the convention.
headquarters at the Hiram1
residence. Crescent Beach. Mr?
r P«tarThe members of the Three Quarter
son has lately completed a year's con
tract for commercial broadcasting Century Club and anyone 75 years
old or over who wishes to make the
from Station WICC.
trip Friday to Waterville to the
The Universalist Mission Clyde is meeting of the club should be at
to have an outing Wednesday at the Thorndike Hotel at 8 o’clock Friday
eottage of Mrs. Clara Johnson. Cres morning. If possible Transportation
cent Beaeh. Dinner will be served at Chairman John M. Richardson should
12.30. The committee In charge is be notified by Thursday in order that
composed of Mrs. Katherine St.Tlair, adequate accommodations may he
Mrs. Carrie Palmer, Mrs. LenalTrue had. There are no expenses corfnectand Mrs. Etta Stoddard. Mrs. Clara ed with the trip, the cars being pro
Smith has charge of transportation. vided by patriotic citizens. All at
tending should take lunches.
Junior Sergeant Major Shaw will,
Rodney I. Thompson, attorney, is
be in charge of the SalvatlonoArmy
meetings for the next three tveeks. transferring his office to Singhi block,
Ensign and Mrs. Fox will attejQd the over the Palmer jewelry store, and
annual Salvation Army campmee’t- Jointly occupying the suite with him,
Ings at Old Orchard and will also will be Harry A. Wilbur, who was
spend their vacation there before admitted to the Knox County Bar
last September. Mr. Wilbur comes
their return to Rockland.
from Swan's Island, and has made
here many friends, who do not hesi
tate to predict a successful future for
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
him. Mr. Thompson, who is now one
matism, 8ciatiea, Neuritis, Museu.1
of the senior members of the Knox
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises Bar, has served as Mayor, represen
wh«n.
.-.S';
tative to Legislature and 'State Sena
tor, earning at the State Capitol the
METHYL BALM
reputation of being one of the ablest
will bring almost instant relief? lawyers In the Senate ot 1921. His
remarkable knowledge of the statutes
A scientifically compounded sjthas served to enhance his reputation.
temal application that ahoulql 'be

The public is invited to the -State
field meeting at Knox Arboretum
Thursday,. Picnic lunch will be
Served at noon, standard, with coffee
free. Those who attend are aj&ed to
take cups and spoons. Tlie day's’Vrcgram will be a most Interesting one.

in every home. Sold only

Johnston’s Drug Store
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Sent Post Paid'on receipt of price
78 oente
•Itf

In case of trouble with electric
lights or fallen wires between 9
o’flock Saturday night and 7 o’clock
Monday morning, phone 507, Rock
land, the C. M. P. Co. power station.—
adv.

313-319 Main St
Rockland, Me.

Stonington Furniture Company

A meeting of all Republican county
The Wesleyan Grove Campmeeting
YOUR LUCKY THIRTEEN
workers will be held tomorrow night Association is having its annual
at 7 o'clock, standard, at the Court sessions at Northport this week, an l Cutler-Cook Co. Selects Famous
House.
those who attend will find that the
Date For Start of Summer Sale
program committee has not been
In another section of this pap^r
George Wardwell is spending the working so hard in vain. One of the
week with relatives In town enroute week’s features will lie the addres will be found the announcement of
from his summer residence at Sandy at 7.30 daylight, tonight, by Prof. Wil Cutler-Cook Co. annual summer
Point to his residence in Weymouth, liam L. Stidger of Boston University, clearing sale beginning Wednesday,
whose remarks at a Methodist gath Aug. 13. These sales hjive long been
Mass.
ering not long ago so profoundly regarded by the discriminating pub
,
Thomas L. Holmes of Waldoboro, stirred the country.
lic os the outstanding dress and coat
who has been employed in the office
sale of the year. It is« the practice
of the Piscataquis Observer the past
With an earnest and commendable of this smart shop along toward the
year, is now employed in the me desire to climb back into second place middle of August each year to close
chanical department of The Courier- Rockland Is going after Camden out all summer merchandise, regard
Gazette.
hammer and tongs at Community less of cost. There are no samples,
'Parjc tonight, anc the crowd will see odd lots, manufacturers’ rejects, or
Plans for active participation in the a new man In the lineup, in the per left-overs bought for this sale.
approaching campaign were made son of "Ike" Cunningham, a former Nothing is offered but the unsold por
last night at a meeting at the Repub Twilight Leaguer who has been tion of choice and exclusive summer
lican Women’s Club. Regular meet signed up for the balance of the sea goods. To the many that have at
ings will be held with special speak son. There will soon be a new in tended these sales in the past no
ers and programs. The Blue Boys' centive to win the championship of words are necessary other than the
Orchestra gave a brief concert In con the Knox County Twilight League, announcement of the date. To the
nection with last night’s session.
It Is hinted, and the local fans should few who may not have taken ad
furnish the home team with all of the vantage of these buying opportuniAmong those from Knox County inspiration it can give. Help whoop 1 ties we cannot too strongly urge at
who will attend the State field day ’er up tonight.
tendance sometime during the week
of the W£.T.U. at Old Orchard,
Remember, the Cutler-Cook Co., just
Wednesday, are Rev- and Mrs. A. A.
across the street from the Strand
The Al. G. Barnes Circus played Theatre.—adv.
Walsh and Mrs. Grace Walsh Hughey.
Mrs. Hughey who Is president of the Rockland yesterday and capacity
Knox County White Rfbboners, and crowds christened the brand new
Half of the. novelties at Miss Bick
State Director of evangelism for the tent. Opinions generally differ about nell’s sale are marked down. A good
organization, will have charge of the the merits of a circus, but on this chance to buy for Christmas, Tues
opening devotlonals. Mrs. Walsh In occasion there was but one, nhd it day and Wednesday, Aug. 12 and 13,
her capacity as State Director of was ot a distinctly favorable charac at 12 Knox street.—adv.
music, will conduct the singing for ter. The press agents advertised 30
this annual event, and sing several cars, and they were all here, bringing
BORN
a wonderful assortment of animals, TALBOT—At Community 'Hospital, Camden.
solos.
equipment and entertainers. Casting
Aug. <9, to ^lr. and Mrs. Hartford Talbot, a
son.
Mrs. Ralph 'Wiggin will entertain hack over tlie long program, replete
the Chapin Class Friday at her home with ever changing wonders ogc
MARRIED
in Warren. Members will not he thinks Instantly of Tusko, the mflhi- HARMON -T1AYES—At the Baptist parsonage,
moth
elephant:
Lotus,
the
waddling
Thomaston,
Aug.
J7, by Rev. H. IS. Kilborn,
called Individually but are cordially
Janies Harmon and Miss Cecelia Hayes, both
invited to attend and' to call the pic hippopotamus; the midgets in their
of Thomaston.
nic committee If they have no way "parade of the wooden soldiers” and POLLPUK-YOUNG—At Rockland. Aug. (♦, by
Rev. Herman 'Winchenbaugh, iDavid il'olluek
of transportation. Take cups and the Great Gretonas, who certainly
ana Helena Uonary Young, both of South
spoons for hot coffee and a picnic did marvelous acts of equilibrium.
Thomaston.
Magnificent
horses
charmed
the
eye,
lunch will be served at 6.39 o’clock.
KEl N-HENOntSON—At Glenmere. Aug. 9.
and the animal training acts got
by Rev. Albert A.Walsh. William i'. Keen and
Miss l.Mary
Henderson, both of (Boston.
The children who are going to the rounds of applause. It was a clean
Christmas Cove Camp in South Bris show, and would draw even greater
DIED
tol next Saturday are asked to be crowds next year.
IVlXfUEXBACII -At Thomaston, Auk. 10.
present at the Chamber of Commerce
| Aaron W inehen bach. aged 84 years, 9
office before 10j3« a. m. daylight,
months. 15 days. Funeral Wednesday at
1 o’clock daylight time from late residence,
and’ the physicians who are to ex
Wadsworth street.
Headquarters
For
New
amine them are asked to be there at
HALL—At Tenant’s Harbor. Aug. 9, Bodge
9.30. The camp director has request
Hail, aged 88 years, 8 {months, 1 day.
England
ed that the children be at Christmas
Cove before 12.30.
CARD OF THANKS

The parishioners of Our Lady of
Good Hope Church, Camden are
sponsoring a benefit bridge and con
cert at the Camden Yacht Club Wed
nesday evening.
Miss Kitty Mc
Laughlin ef New York and Rockland
is to contribute two groups of songs
to the concert program, with accom
paniments played by Frank Bolek.
associate of Frank Bibb, celebrated
coach-accompanist.
Rockland folks and the many hun
dreds drawn here 'by the circus kept
iheir eyes glued on the sky In the
early evening because of the wonder
ful stunts being performed by Pilot
iBayles of Springfield in a Gee pee
low wing monoplane. Bay lea. who
was formerly a Curtiss-Wright in
structor, is here on ,a demonstration
trip. He is one of the best in the
business.

The summer meeting of the Knox
County Fish and Game Association^
will be held at the Camden Yacht
Club Thursday evening, with a
lobster dinner at 6 o’clock, and Mrs.
John Wadsworth as caterer.
All
reservations must be made today, as
the Association is responsible for
bookings. Dr. Charles A. E. Codman
of Philadelphia will be the speaker
and on this occasion will show some
special films provided by the Penn
sylvania Game Commission.
This
Camden meeting is one of the most
popular of the year.
One of the most interesting visit
ors in the city yesterday was Ralph
Madsein, the Texas giant, with Al. O.
Barnes circus. He is only 33 years
of age hut he stands 7 feet, 6 inches
high and weighs 228 pounds. There
is nothing abnormal about him except
height, for he wears a No. 9 shoe and
has ordinary sized hands. Formerly
he was a cowboy, but they didn't build
horses tall enough to keep his feet off
the ground so he signed up with the
circus seven years ago, and Is toler
ably fond of everything about the
show game except •pullman berths.
The only time he gets a genuine
snooze Is when he sleeps on the
ground or strikes one of the cities
where the hotels have special beds
for persons more than six feet tall
"Tex” came down off his platform
long enough to chat with a CourierGazette reporter yesterday
and
proved to be a most genial and inter
esting conversationalist. He is an
Elk and belongs to one of the best
families In Texas.

BROILERS

Ship us your fowls and broilers and re
ceive the profit others are making on you.
Wo remit daily at top market prices. We
water and feed your poultry. Our expert
salesmanship makes money for shippers
on declining markets as well as rising
markets. Ship, write, phone or wire us
about market prices, tags, coops, quota
tions and other information. Rods 27c to
29c. Rocks. 32c to 34c.
Full featherod red
broilers weighing four pounds over we are
selling for a 3c premium. Compare our
sales with others.

New England Commission
Co., Inc.
West Washington Market
New York City
Watkins 0564

We wish to thank all who assisted Jn fight
ing the fire; especially tho managers of the
granite quarries who closed their plants to
send every man employed. This Is the second
time that the home of F. Weston Pierson has
been saved from flames b.v the same force. We
wish to mention the fire wards ami again
thank- every one who assisted In any way.
F. Weston Pierson, F. Herbert 3’lerson
CARD OF THANKS

I wish to express Jmy sincere thanks to
friends and relatives who are so kindly re
membering me during my long sickness.
Airs. George -Oliver
Union, "Me.

WASHINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. L. II. Stevens were
In Exeter a few days the first of this
week.
F. L. Ludwig and family motored
to Waldmbdro Sunday afternoon to
attend the service in thfe old German
Church.
Miss Mildred Bartlett of West
Washington was the guest of rela
tives in the village over the week
end!.
,
The Ladies’ Guild of the Methodist
Church held its annual sale and sup
per Aug. 6. There was a large num
ber present who all .proved to be good
patrons so that nearly everything
was sold. Thanks are extended to all
who so kindly and generously con
tributed to the splendid success of
the affair. The counselors and1 girls
of Wetona Camp contributed' much
to the entertainment and many of
the. summer people also were pres
ent. The aprons were nearly all con
tributed by Miss Langdon and Mrs.
Nellie Stevens. Those having charge
of the tables were Mrs. W. M. Sta
ples, Mrs. Inez Cunningham, Mrs. Ida
Hatch and Mrs. Ella Brann. Miss
Marguerite Lincoln and Mrs. A. O.
Sherman had charge of the grabs.
Tho supper committee was Mrs. Nel
lie Stevens, Mrs. Georgia Bryant,
Evelyn Bartlett, Miss Emma John
ston and Miss Langdon. Waitresses
were Evelyn Sukeforth, Martha
Johnston. Agnes Peabody and Mrs.
Ruth Carr. Mrs. Nina Johnston and
Mrs. Neale had charge of the ice
cream. The net proceeds of all the
departments will be aliout $160.

CARD OF THANKS

FRIENDSHIP

To each and every person Who worked so
hard and ho faithfully to Nave our home.
"Spruce Lodge” during the recent forest fire
at Rackliffe’s Island, we wish to express our
heartfelt thanks and deep appreciation for
their kindness.
|
Mrs. J. K. Low. (Lester H. Wall

Mrs. James Winans (Kay Ingham)
iif New York City is visiting her par
ents on Morse Island. Mrs. Winans
wrote Young Man of Manhattan
under the name of Katherine Brush
and is also writing a series of articles
in the Saturday Evening Post.
Mr. and Mrs. Knlph Evans of
Waban are visiting Mrs. A. Hartel, Jr.
Itev. and Mrs. Arthur Pratt of
Greenfield, Mass., are occupying
their Davis Point cottage for the re
mainder of the summer.
John Whittlesey of Brookline Is

<

z

]7

STRAND THEATRE
The spectacular musical romance,
“Song of the Flame,” which, several
seasons ago, played for nearly on©
year on Broadway and then toured In
leading cities was recently filmed in
Hollywood. Photographed through
out in Technicolor and featuring sev
eral of George Gershwin's well known
melodies “Song of The Flame” gives
every promise of being one of the
most entertaining and lavishly pro
duced musicals to come from the
movie colony in some time.
Alexander Gray, popular musical
comedy star, recently seen on the
ecreen in “Sally” and “No, No, Nan
ette,” plays the role originally creat
ed by Guy Robertson on the N. Y.
stage. And Bernice Claire, who plays
the role of “The Flame,” the Russian
Joan of Arc, is seen and heard in the
role which the celebrated Tessa Kosta
originally made famous. In addition
tq Gray and Miss Claire, one of the
screen’s best loved villains, Noah
Beery, is prominently cast. Ah a
scheming revolutionary leader, Beery
gives a carefully projected character
portrayal. It is the Wednesday and
Thursday feature.—adv.

visiting his parents on Morse Island.
Mr. and Mrs. James Spear a.nd
Miss Alice Bross of Washington, D.
C. motored here Saturday to spend
tho rest of the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Moses Wallace and
family liave returned to Boston after
a two weeks’ visit with Capt. Frank
Poland.
Norma Shearer in “Their Own De
sires” will be the feature picture at
the Playhouse, Aug. 13.
Mrs. Rita Poland has returned to
Boston after visiting Mrs. Cleveland
Burns for a week.
Roger Evans of Princeton, New
Jersey has Joined his family at Mar
tin’s Point.
Rev. Gleason Perry of New York
City conducted the evening service
at the Adventist Church Sunday. He

Rockland, Me.

was assisted by Rev. Lester W,
Spencer.
Rev. and Mrs. Lester W. Spencet
and son of Springwater, N. Y., visit
ed friends in town Sunday.
Capt. Lew J. Wallace returned td
New Bedford Sunday night. Mra
Wallace accompanied him and wll
spend several weeks there.
Carlisle Lash and Nelson Lash re
turned to New Bedford Sunday
night.
Miss Irma Welsch of Marblehead
and Willis Rauskolb of Medford
visited Mrs. Fannie W. Rauskolb a'
The Spruces, Sunday.
Miss Helen Rauskolb sailed foi
home Saturday after a six weeks
European trip.
Harcourt W. Davis of Waban hai
Joined his family at Davis Point.

It’s entirely
newinside and

out!
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Athater Kent
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RADIO

tuz'zA the

Golden Voice
[EW glory of tone...new Quick-Vision Dial

N' ... new Tone Control.,. new range and

power... new beauty of appearance.
, And now a new and attractive time payment
budget plan, making this latent and greatest
Atwater Kent extremely easy to buy. See and
hear it here today.

$110
»■.

COMPLETELY INSTALLED
•

Easy Payments Through Our Own Credit Finance
Plan

JOHN A. KARL & CO.
305 Main Street
u.,... a ■„ ■

Rockland
Tel. 745-W
- -SSL-
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New Crosley Radio
AWAY

Well
CLEANED

So Wear Clean Clothes

With Every New Willys Six Car

Not Too Early To Brink of Fall and Winter

Garments

Delivered Before September 1, 1930

They should be clean and fresh when you are

in need of them. Let Us Dry Cleanse Your Suits

and Coats Now!

E. O. Philbrook 6 Son

PHONE 69

Arthur f. lamb

632 Main StrW
, Willys-Knight

Rockland, Maine

Roeklahtt,

Willys Six

Maine

Whippet

Sales and Service

There is to be a baked bean supper
in South Cushing Grange hall. Wed
nesday evening; also a dance with
music by Kirkpatrick s orchestra of
Thomaston. Come everybody.—adv.

*93-94-96-97
J rJrJ rJrJ rJ rJrararaif
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THE BUSY GRANGER

THOSE WHO INSURE
Will Find Much of Interest

25 YEARS AGO

In Appended News Items
In the 41st year of Its existence
the Nippin Life Insurance Company
of Osaka, Japan, wrote in 1929 new
business amounting to 175,381,900 yen,
, an increase of 35 percent over the
I preceding year. The total amount of
insurance in force with the company
at the end of the year exceeded
837.000.000 yen: This business was
placed In force despite the fact that
Japan has suffered a general finan
cial depression for some time.

In beverages it takes
more than friendship to
establish popularity!

Specify Mount Zircon!

Denver end Rio Grande Plan
A salary savings insurance plan
has been placed in effect for the
benefit of 15,000 employes of the
Denver & Rio Grande Western Rail
road. This makes 34 railroads using
the services of one insurance com
pany under the salary savings sys
tem.
Dawes' Dividend* Grow
Years ago a life insurance agen*
sold a policy to Charles G. Dawes. In
1890 the dividend paid to Mr. Dawes
on that policy amounted to 37.95. But
the years brought their accumulations
and for 1930 Ambassador Dawes re
ceived from that same policy a divi
dend of 354.48.
Sell Insurance From Boat

PaledrYJ
^GINGER CHAMPAGNE
J PALE DRY
GRAPE

1 Tlie “ WATER of HEALTH ’ ’

Believing that many good pros
pects live In small ports not visited
by steamships, a Vancouver life in•-nncr agency has purchased a
r.I ■'■ -•I power boat for the uce
. ■ •
.■ • 'siting coast t wns
Vancouver to Alaska to sell
life protectioh.
American Can’s Biggest Group

The American Can Company, larg
est concern of its kind in the world,
has taken what is said to be the larg
est group Insurance contract issued
this year by one of the largest insur
ance companies in the world. The
plan provides for nearly 333.000,000
in life insurance supplemented by
-‘"wance against sickness and acci•.l, n;s covering about 16.000 employes
working in every state in the Union
Group insurance has become recog
nized as one of the most effective
means for stabilizing industrial con
ditions and protecting employes
against penniless old age. and Is be
ing adopted on a constantly growing
scale.
Group contracts recently
closed provide more than 31.500,000
of protection for 606 employes of the
Columbia Pictures Corporation of
New York, and 32,000.000 on 950 em
ployes of the Consolidated Aircraft
Corporation of Buffalo.

A review from th* eolumna
of thi* paper of oom* of th*
happening* which int*ro*t*d
Rockland and vieinity in thi*
month 1906.
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HORIZONTAL
1-Gladnes*
4—Wen of medicine
10-Cut
13-Engll»h river
15- Exaggerated
comedy
16- Cover with wax
17- Nothlng but
18-Shoal*
19- Endure
20- Repo*e
22- Soap ingredient
23- Two-wheeled
vehicle
26- Narrative
27- Street car (Eng.)
30-Point of compass
(abbr.)
33- Robber* on the high
sea*
34- Belonglng to a par
ticular class
36-Toughen*
38-Mournful
4tt-Land measure
41- Girl’e name
42- Grazed
45-Mutllated
47- Suffix—one who
48-To explain pre
viously
99-Point of compass
(abbr.)

,
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b
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(Including Sunday)

General

___
Withtout doubt the greatest Orange
event tthat has ever taken place in
19
18
the entire 60 years history of that
j farm organization will be the 164th
w 23
2t
1
annual session of the National
Grange scheduled to meet in Roch
2b
28
27
ester, New York, the third week in
November, with an excepted attend$5
34
SSK
ace of 20.C|0Oto 25.000 members com
ing from more than 30 different
states reaching entirely across the
3b
3$
continent. This will be the largest
convention ever held in the city of
41
Rochesteer and the entire resources
of the city will be called into play to
44
4b
45
meet the needs of its ten days’ dura
tion. The dates are November 12-21.
and all the business organizations in
49
Rochester are cooperating heartily in
plans for the approaching gathering.
1
51
52
H
All the hotel* facilities of the city
w
i
will be required to handle the crowd
57
58 59
55 5b
and the two largest auditoriums, the
state armory and beautiful new Ma
62
b4
bl
bi
sonic Temple, have been engaged for
the session, with elaborate parking
67
bb
place arrangements made to accom
modate thousands of Grange mem
70
bers within 300-mile radius of Roch
ester. who will drive their own cars
to the convention ctiy.
What is expected to be the largest
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) I VERTICAL (Cont.)
class ever initiated at one time into
50- Glrl
16-Bivalve
a fraternal organization in the United
51- Chalr
21-Narrow band
States will take the highest degree
63-Dread
23- Sheath
of the Grange at Rochester, its num
55-French watering
24- Dwell in
ber estimated from 12,600 initiates
place
26-Loiter*
57-Chlnese secret so
upward. In a (National Grange con
28- Set free
ciety
vention. while voting privileges are
29-Ten-year period*
60- Shut violently
31- Mother-of-pearl
limited to actual delegates from the
61- Foremost
several states, all sessions, other than
32- Mistake
63-Wander
34-Cultivate*
while the degrees is being conferred,
66-Clasp folded over a 36- Curved bar* on
ae open to the entire membership of
staple
horse collar
the organization, so that these events
66- Unqualified
37- Condensed molstur*
invariably draw a big crowd. Among
67- Promise to pay
39-Sllence by force
the distinguished men who are ex
68- Female sheep
43- Box
pected to address the Rochester ses69- Article of furniture 44- Notwithstandlng
ion will be Chairman Alexander
70- Fre»h
45- Employs wrong
Legge of the Federal Farm Board.
fully
Secretary of Agriculture Arthur M.
VERTICAL
46-Tidy
Hyde, and Governor Franklin D.
50-Device for produc
Roosevelt, the latter an active mem
1- Cru*h
ing light
ber of the Grange in New York State.
2- A bovo
52- Lacerated
Special rates will prevail on all rail
3- ln olden time*
53- Defect
roads for the Rochester occasion and
5-Away from
54- Facility
in numerous sections of the country
6- Visitors
56-Branches of learn
auto bus parties are being made up
7-Salver
ing
to attend the convention, put
8- Group of eight
58-Midday
ting in varous pleasure side trips
9- Resigned (abbr.)
j 59-Entrance
along the way.

lb

15

17

□
Knox County Wad a remarkafele
trio—George Montgomery of War
ren, aged nearly 100; Percy Mont
gomery. Thomaston, 38; and Mrs. Re
becca Hall, Warren 92.
Rear Admiral Dickinson and two
other officers of the North Atlantic
Coast Squadron were given an out
ing on Mt. Batlie by the Rockland
Board of Trade. .Music was furnished
by the band from battleship Texas. At
the Samoset a b ill was given for of
ficers. Among t te guests were Gov
ernor Cobb, ex- 3ov. Georg* P. Mc
Lean of Connect cut and L. C. Hanna
a brother of th< late Mark Hanna.
S. M. Bird was re-elected presi
dent of the Camden A Rockland
Water Co., and. Governor Cobb be
came the first incumbent of the newly
created office ojt vicepresident.
Mrs. Octave P. Howard of Holmes
street fell throftgh a trap door in her
barn chamber Mid was badly bruised.
E. S. Healey of St. Louis was in
the city on an enforced vacation
caused by being hit in the right tem
ple by a golf ball.
The schooneer Helvetia made her
maiden trip with 180 persons on !
board as guests of Capt. John Bernet. |
U. S. despatch boat D lphfn was in
the hArbor with Attorney General
William H. Moody on board. Mrs. )
Leslie M. Shaw, wife of Secretary of
Treasury, was a member of the party.
Rev. Charles A. Moore tendered
his resignation as pastor of the Con
gregational Church, which position
he had filled for 10 years.
The custom of going bareheaded,
as practiced by summer visitors, was
being emulated by some ofe ■‘na
tives.” The New York Times called
it an absurd modern fad, likely to do
its votaries more or less serious in
jury.
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Daily Service

National Farm Meet In No-
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BOSTON
FROM ROCKLAND
cJteamer

TalesThe Window of the Baltic

Freight and Pauenger Service
Sail on the “CAMDEN” or “BEL
FAST,” any day including 'Sunday, at
8 P. M. Standard Time for Boston.
Connections at Boston with direct
steamer to New York.
Steamer
"J. T. MORSE” 1 eaves Rockland
5.15 A. M. Standard Time daily, in
cluding Sunday, for Bar Harbor and
intermediate
landings.
Steamer
'SOUTHPORT” leaves Rockland 5.15
A. M. Standard Time dally, inoluding
Sunday, for Brooklln and intermedi
ate landings.
Steamers “BELFAST" or "CAM
DEN" sail daily including Sunday at
5 A. M. Standard Time for Camden,
Belfast, Bucksport, and Bangor.

In 1918 Latvia was made an inde
pendent republic with Riga as its
capital. One is accustomed to think
of the Baltic States as little countries
yet Latvia's area is twenty-five thou
sand square miles and Is as large as
both Holland and 'Belgium together.
Riga is a dignified city wtih many
parks and broad boulevards. Its wide
paved streets are so thickly fringed
with lime trees that one may walk
beneath them when it is raining with
out need of an umbrella. Riga was
founded in 1201 by Bishop Albert
who built the cathedral. This cathe
Reduced Rate* for automobile*
dral is one of the most ancient of
accompanied by passenger*
Riga's many places
worship and For reservation* apply Wharf Office
has one of the largest organs fn
Europe.

yi

Melrose Abbey

Melrose Abbey, considered one of
the finest ruins in Scotland was
founded in 1150 for the Cistercians
and has some fine sculpture on the
exterior. The heart of Robert Burns
is said to be buried near the high
altar. St. Cuthbert was born near
Melrose and although he is buried at
Durham his life is closely associated
with Melrose. Some one has written
“you must know your Scottish his
tory, you must be filled with Scot
tish romance; above all, you must
know your poetry and ballads, if you
would rebuild and refill the country
as you go. Not only fair Melrose has
the moonlight of romance, making
the ruin more lovely and more com
plete than the Abbey could have been
in its established days; hut over the
entire land there lies the silver pall
of moonlight, making. I doubt not, all
things lovelier than in reality.”

EASTERN

steamship line*
VINALHAVEN 4 ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

BUMMER ARRANGEMENT
Eastern Standard Tima
Vinalhaven Lins
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven daily except
Sunday at 7.on A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Arriv
ing at Rockland at 8.20 A. -M. and 2.20 P. M.
Returning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M. and
3 30 P. M. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at
10.50 A. M. and 4.5S P. M.
Stanln«tan and Swaa'a lata** Lins
Steamcrjeavea Swan's Island at 6.00 A M.,
Stonington 6.55, North Haven 7.50, dua to ar
rive at Rockland at 9.00 A. M.
Returntn*.
leaves Rockland at 2 00, North Haven at 8.00,
Stonington at 4 00. due to arrive at Swan'*
island about 5.00 IP. M.
72-tf
B. H STINSON. General Agent

MAIN

Eddie Kirby, the well known driver
and trained, was severely Injured
Paradise of the Pacific
when thrown 20 feet from his sulky
The Hawaiian Islands have been
at Camden Driving Park. He was
called “The Paradise of the Pacific.”
driving Helen F. at the time.
Mark Twain said they were “The
The annual convention of the
loveliest fleet of islands that lie
Maine Dental Association in Port
• • • a
10- Li*ten to
60-Pronoun
These
land was presided over by Its presi
11- Formerly
The Grange in Maine is very fond anchored in any ocean.”
| 61-Animal hair
dent. Dr. R. W. Bickford of Rock
of its Governor. Wm. Tudor Gardiner islands were first inhabited by the
12- Molst
62-Prefix
—
beyond
Malay or Polynesians in 500 A. D,
land.
who is a prominent member of the
14-Bird's domicile
i 64-Cry of a cat
They perhaps drifted across from the
Schooner Catalina, owned by Capt.
Order
in
th
Pine
Tree
State,
has
re

Solution to Previous Puzzle.
South Sea Islands and how they
Frank Curry, was practically a total
ceived
his
sixth
degree
and
Is
confiCushing July 4 to Mr. and Mrs.
crossed these stretches of thousands
loss when struck by a heavy gale at
Back Seat Driving Discredited
detly
expected
to
be
one
of
the
great
1U R A N *
John Robinson a daughter.
E S T
C
the Farnsworth wharf.
initiate class in the Seventh Degree of miles and still survived remains a,
Back seat driving receives no sup
1 i'
s. R.
Chicago July 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
mystery. These islands are entirely
Schooner Helvetia. 499 gross tons,
R E S O R T J 0 R A N
at Rochester. New York, next Nov
port from a recent opinion of the
of volcanic origin thrust up out of the
a single-decked, three-master, was H. Cassens, a daughter.
S El'
A R N
T
E
ember.
Governor
Gardiner
frequenty
A
R
Court of Appeals of Ohio, which
Northampton, Mass., July 15, to
launched by I. L. Snow 4 Co. Miss
ocean and scientists claim this action
ateends
Grange
gatherings
in
Maine,
n
ruled that it is “not necessary” for an
G O
N 1 G
took place over a period of twenty
Hattie Carver christened the craft Mr. and Mrs. T. E. McInnis, a son.
where
he
is
always
a
welcome
guest,
occupant of a machine owned and with crimson roses.
Brockton, Mass., July 14, to Mr. and
S E N i b S T E rI M E
thousand years. The early Hawaiians
and
on
a
recent
Knox
County
occa

driven by another to keep re
Distinct earthquake shocks were Mrs. Edwin Storer, a daughter.
D i| V A N
S O L V E
sion he was the speaker and guest of are said to have had some of the
monstrating or interfering with the
Bangor. July 14, to Mr. and Mrs.
IF YOUR feet trouble you. •.
experienced in this city and other
p 1
honor, bringing also his entire family religious customs and habits of the
R O E
driver or Instructing the driver as
Vernon
Chandler,
a
son.
Jews of ancient Palestine. Some be
Maine towns. Five hours later there
Main Spring* Arch. If you
to
enjoy
a
real
day's
outing
with
the
to how the machine shall be operated, was a heavy hail storm.
B E A n£
S T OR E
Rockland, July 18, to Mr. and Mrs.
lieve they are the descendents of the
have no foot troubles . . .
Grange folks.
for it was deemed that such interfer
AlLl
Capt. Rudd concluded his duties at E. A. Day, a daughter.
R A H
T A P E R
In Ibis address be surprised his Ten Lost Tribes of Israel. Others
again
ence would lead to accidents more
. •. Main Spring Arch.
Rockland. July 17, to Mr. and Mrs.
the head of the local Salvation Army.
o;
S E A
A T
hearers by his knowledge of farm think they are of Persian ancestry
ften than it would prevent them.
It is insurance against foot
Gray, the pond lily king was in William Fifield. a daughter.
but
as
a
whole
they
are
of
Malay
ori

E V
matters gained from the fact that he
V 1 M
H E N N A
trouble* and foot fatigue.
Rockland. July 29, to Mr. and Mrs.
Accessory Fire* Car
town for his 23d consecutive year.
owns a thoruoughly up-to-date 250- gin.
D Ts T A R E
E R
S
George W. Drake’s Bagtilmo dog. a Winfield S. Melvin, a son.
Let us show you.
A motorist parked his car in a
acre
farm
and
specializes
in
sheep
Fair
Weather
Voyage
of
Wor.d
Hope, July 18, to Mr. and Mrs.
E A R N
N E P A L
I street in Tulare. Calif. While he was familiar figure at The Brook, was
raising. During his talk he Informed
The sea voyage to South Africa is
Tileston Noyes, a daughter.
gone a satchel slipped from its place dead.
his hearers that the suit of clothes
the fair weather voyage of the world.
William H. Bird retired from the
Appleton, July 23, to Mr. and Mrs.
j in the front seat and fell against a
McLAIN
he was then wearing was made from
Capetown, once a remote outpost ot
'"igar lighter on the dash. In a few John Bird Co., having sold His stock Lindley E. Sprowl, a son.
WHAT'S THE LIMIT?
the wool of his own sheep.
SHOE STORE
‘
civilization, is today one of the world's
Deer Isle. July 13, to Mr. and Mrs.
minutes the interior of the car was to Maynard S. Bird.
fairest cities. It is not only beautiful
Ed. Manning, a freight fireman. William Ellis, a son.
'’laze. Firemen who answered the
Training its mtdnbers for efficient
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Rockland, July 22, to Mr. and Mrs. U. S. Dirigible Akron Will leadership is an important part of and delightfully stiuated but the Cape
’arm found the car securely locked. was ^adly scalded when the hose
is historical as well, for it was here
with which he was sprinkling coal j Willard C. Jackson, a daughter—
At Th* Brook
Fly 10,580 Miles Without the Grange program of the nation and in 1487 that Dias saw the sea-router
became uncoupled.
Margaret.
36Ttf
PROHIBITION IS GAINING
each year sees the workers in that
to
India
and
this
incited
Columbus,
Rockland. July 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
The contract for building Thorn
Refuelling
organization brought together in
•He*. U. 9. Pat. Off.
who in his search for India found
So Declare the Dry Leaders Of the dike & Hix’s new block on School William Fifield. a son.
groups, in different sections, to re
America instead. Drake describes it
street was awarded Everett L, and
Rockport. July 29, to Mr. and Mrs,
Nation—Repudiate False Policies
As the world's largest dirigible ceive instruction that shall better fit
Hartley Watts, a son.
as “the fairest cape in the whole cir
Edward K. Spear.
Rockland, June 27, to Mr. and Mrs. ! forced her way across the Atlantic them to lead in educational and com cumference of the world.” Few dis
'Native peas retailed at 25 cents a
Dry leaders of the nation, in a
munity pojects for the rural welfare.
peck.
this week workmen had passed the
coveries have influnced the affairs of
Fred L. Knight, a daughter.
Recently a “school for Grange lec
declaration of policy published Mon
• • • •
The newest accession to local au
half-way mark in the construction of tures' was conducted for a week in nations more than the discoveries
day "repudiated all enforcement tomobile ranks was William T.
between 1487 and 1497. This era was
The marriages for this period were:
United States airship, larger even specialized training have been as
policies that do not regard and safe White’s White steamer.
truly the Sawn after the Dark Ages
Union, June 30, William Norwood
sembled
in
Ohio,
and
Oregon.
Na

than the R-100.
and the first rays lit the Cape whenJ
H. L. Thomas opened a lunch room and Miss Bessie L. Thurston.
guard every personal right guaran
tional and State Grange officers con
Since aeronautical experts mud
Dias discovered his way around.
Appleton, June 29, Irving G. Wright
on Sea street near St. Clair 4 Allen's
teed by the Constitution.’’
duct these "schools'' and many for
candy factory.
of Hope and Miss May L. Burgess of nearly every lighter-than-air ship is ward-looking rural undertakings re
Westminster Abbey of Russia
The declaration expressing the
obsolete by the time it flies, devel
Rockland's
Chinese
population Searsmont.
ceive their first impulse there.
confidence' of the signers that pro numbered four.
The
wealth of the Kremlin is as
Cushing, July 5, Tileston B. Wylie opment of the Navy’s ZRS-A may
Embody iterod mweorls*. Th*y
• • • •
hibition in the United States is gain
fabulous as the wealth of the Indes.
Deputy Sheriff Daniel E. White of of Thomaston and Annie Taylor of make the R--100 an out-dated craft.
For
many
years
the
Granges
of
are th* *vid*nes of laving
ing ground, defines the paramount
The
churches
have
altars
of
silver,
j
Cushing.
Besides
being
nearly
one-third
Vinalhaven was appointed turnkey of
the country have been on record as
purpose of the Eighteenth Amend
thoughtfuln***.
pillars
and
pavements
of
malachite
Thomaston. July 3, Francis H. Buck larger than the British dirigible, the opposed to a central banking system,
ment as the destruction of the traffic the county Jail.
and agate with vestments and old f
American ship named the Akron,
and Winifred N. Parker.
• • « •
branch banks and similar financial
8kill*d In th* *ratt of m*m*rtal
in
intoxicating
beverages.
The
tapestries literally plastered with
will incorporate half a dozen revolu
Deer
Isle.
June
28,
Thomas
G.
Gray
Rodney I. Thompson was conva
projects which tend to replace the gems. The Cathedral of the Assump-'
enemies of prohibition, it declares,
making, w* ar* ready t* **rv*
tionary features designed to increase
and
Mrs.
Selina
G.
Scott.
try to make this appear as offensive lescing from rheumatic fever.
locally-controlled bank, so long an tion is the Westminster Abbey of
yeur *v*ry n**d.
its
effectiveness.
Where
the
R-100
Farmington.
July
6,
Hon.
Sumner
W. J. Robertson and crew had gone
established institution in every com
| sumptuary legislation.
P. Mills of Stoning and Miss Flora holds only 5.150.000 cubic feet of gas, munity of size. The recent appear Russia. Dean Stanley describes tl\t
"They insist." it continues, “that to Matinlcus to build a church.
the Akron will hold 6,500000. The ance of proposed legislation at cathedral as "a chapel rather than
the enforcement of the Eighteenth
A house on Park and Pleasant A Pearson of Farmington.
Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
Thomaston. July 11. Ralph H. Tib Akron will be 785 feet long as con Washington to authorize national cathedral. But it is so fraught with
Amendment involves the Invasion of street, occupied by John Fred
recollections, so teeming with wor
trasted
with
the
R-100's
709
foot
betts
of
Rockport
and
Mrs.
Jessie
L.
homes and the infringement of per Faulkned was burned, probably by an
banks to widely extend the chain bank
shippers. so bursting with tombs and
Blackington of Thomaston.
length.
Inc.
sonal rights in violation of the spirit incendiary.
idea has brought the National Grange
pictures from the pavement to the
The
R-100
has
a
cruising
radius
of
Oakland,
Calif.,
June
8,
Ralph
R.
of the fourth amendment to the Con
vigorously into action again, and all
The Littlefield Memorial Church
EAST UNION, ME.
about 6,000 miles, but the Akron will its energies are being called into play cupola, that its small area of space
stitution.
was dedicated July 4. The participa- Rowell, formerly of South Thomaston
»4Ttf
"This is not true, and we speci Ing pastors were Rev. E. M. Holman, and Ella E. Newell, both' of Oakland. be able to fly 10,580 without refuel to defeat such legislation at Wash is forgotten In the fullness of its con
tents. On the platform of its nave,
Centrl City, Colo, June 14, William ing.
fically repudiate all enforcement Melrose Highlands, Rev. W. W. Car
ington.
from Ivan the Terrible downwards to
In the Akron, for the first time,
Hayden, formerly of Rockland and
policies that do not regard and safe ver and Rev. A. L. Gerrish.
A Grange in Delaware, intent on
there will be an airplane hangar, raising money to build a hall .entered this day, the Tsars have been
Blanche A. Becker of Central City.
guard every personal right guaranTercentenary exercises were hhld
Warren, June 24, Glenwood F. housing five fast fighting planes for into an arrangement with the local crowned. Along its altar screen are
! teed by the Constitution.
The at Allen’s Island in honor of Wey
deposited the most sacred pictures (t(
scouting or protective purposes.
I primary and continuous attack is on mouth’s discovery of th* St. Georges Reever and Beryle D. Newbert.
moving picture house proprietor, to
Russia. High in the cupola is thb,
Because inflammable hydrogen is
Deer Isle, July 8, James W. Black
ir Tic of Intoxicating liquors.
receive a commission on all advance
River. The unveelling of a cross
the lifting gas In the R-100, the sales for certain performances; there chapel where, as at the summit of the
1' snnal habits and the conduct was the signal'for a salute from the and Blanche Eaton,
Deer Isle, July 16, Gardner K. British dirigible's motors must b by adding a goodly sum to the Grange 'Russian Church, the Russian pri
of the home life is in the field of U.S.S. Arkansas.
Hon. Franklin
Since 1840 thi* firm ha*
hung outside the hull of the ship.
mates were eledted.”
• • • •
private morals. These should not Trussed presided over the exercises, Green and Nellie Pinkham.
faithfully served the famUlt*
• • • *
Eight motors, with shafts running to
be touched by the hand of the law which included an address by Arthur
Subordinate Granges in iPennsyl
Yugoslavia's Quaintest Building
of Knox County
The telephone was being extended propellors outside, will be inside the vania sponsored the publication of an
unless they cross their boundary.”
George Smith, a Harvard graduate.
LADY ATTENDANT
The picturesque crowd, the variety
The declaration is signed by Lenna Explorer Weymouth was imperson from North Waldoboro to Washing hull of the helium-inflated Akron. attractive cook book and raised
Tai. Day 460 ;
761-1
These propellors will have a swivel thereby hundreds of dollars which of costumes and the scene in the open
Lowe Yost,, Raymond Robins, S. ated by D. W. J. Jameson. In his ton.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Mrs. J. F. Tobin of Camden suffered arrangement so they may be used to were applied towards the fund for market place at Serajovo on market
E. Nicholson. E. C. Dinwiddle. Oliver ■crew” were C. M. Walker, Levi
W. Stewart, Bishop W. F. McDowell. Seavey. Harold Jameson. C. J. Free a dislocated shoulder when she fell either push or pull, raise or lower erecting a girls' domitory at State day baffles description. Gne of the
quaintest and most interesting build
the hig gas bag.
Daniel A. Poling. F. Scott McBride man, Dr. J. S. Norton. R. L. Thomp down the cellar stairs.
College, occupied for the first time
ings in all Yugoslavia is the little
For the first time a United States
U. S. Gushee of Appleton bought
Fred B. Smith. Ella A. Bole, P. H son. C. H. Cushing, W. F. Tibbetts
this season.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Servian church in Serajovo built in
dirigible will carry guns when the
Callahan and Arthur J. Barton.
• • • •
and Louis Seavey. The Indians kere a furniture and undertaking business
the sixteenth century after the Turks
Akron takes flight.
It will be
at Farmington.
The
National
Grange
is
represented
I. G. Young. Henry Beverage and
Reuel Robinson was elected presi equipped to carry sixteen .50 calibre in the “American Business Men's had overrun the country. It was sunk
NEW COLORS, VIA PARIS
Ralph Harrington. At Thomaston
below the level of the street so that
dent
of the Camden Woolen Co., machine guns. The average machine
rohihition
Foundation,
recently
there were exercises on the Mall,
Brown*. Greens, Purples and Red* where a bronze tablet affixed to a with F. A. Packard as clerk. A divi gun fires bullets of only .30 calibre. established with thousands of busi its roof would not be visible from
COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR
without and hidden behind a high wall
While American naval officials feel
I Are To Distinguish the Winter boulder was dedicated. J. E Moore dend of 3 percent was declared.
ness men on its membership roll, by In order to avoid suppression hy the
Capt. W. P. Greenlaw of Rockport the Akron will be more modern than Louis J. Taber, the Grange or ganizaCostume*.
presided. The speakers were Gover
Mohammedans. In spite of its perse
the R-100, Lieut. Commander Charles
tion head o fthe country. From every cution
nor Cobb. Ex-Gov. Chamberlain, Vice took command of the schooner Grade
it has
preserved many
E. Rosendahl. a former commander
Paris dressmakers, witlh skirt Consul Keating and Congressman Stevens.
angle the Grange is one of the most
Will pay Highaat Prle*
Th'e house of James Metcalf at of the Los Angeles, has planned to pronounced dry organizations in the old treasures among which is a
lengths and silhouettes settled sat Littlefield.
A very valuable paper
No lot too larg*; non* too amall
beautiful silver lamp which hangs
leave Washington in time to watch
West
Rockport
was
struck
by
light

United States.
isfactorily from their viewpoint, are concerning points of interest on the
silver lamp which hangs before
the Montreal ground crew handle the
St. George River had been prepared ning and totally destroyed. The
launching new colors and fabrics.
Call Warren, Me. 2-3
the altar and a wooden screen deco
British ship. A new mooring mast
barn
of
Chester
P.
Wentworth
in
by Frank B. Miller, a native of Cush
rated with Byzantine paintings In
Winter styles, which are Just see ing. These included Fort St. Georges, Rockport was damaged by lightning more than 200 feet high, or 30 feet
or writ*, ear* of
which the angels have wings of solid
taller than any in the United States,
ing the light o f day, introduce the Killeran House, Underground about the same time.
silver and the saints have silver halos.
is to be used. The Akron is sched
bdowns, greens, blues, purples and
G.
A.
Moore
was
elected
chancellor
Cellar, Wawenock-Tarratine Battle
C W. McKellar
reds which hertofore have been seen field, Graveyard and Log Meeting commander of Arcana Lodge, K. of P., uled for completion by next June at
“City of Spires”
cost of 35.375.000. while a sister ship,
only in the paintings of the old mas House,
Warren, Me.
Burton
Stone Garrison Thomaston.
There
are
so
many
fine
spires
and
the ZRS-5, costing 32.450.000 prob
ters.
Guard House and Stone Garrison,
Roforoneo: Any Poultry Roloor
A Battle Creek physician says, towers on the churches and palaces in
ably will be finished in the latter part
Lusterless wool fabrics for daytime Henderson's Block House.
Ul-tf
“Constipation is responsible for more Copenhagen that it has been de
of next year.
and rich fabrics for evening, includ
Hiram Berry .Snow was meeting
scribed as the "City of Spires.” Al
misery .than any other cause."
ing velvet and metal brocades, crepes with success as a playwright.
But Immediate relief has been though it is an ancient city, Copen
The
oganization
of
Juvenile
and satins, have a color range such
Harry Dow was experimenting with
Granges has begun in Minnesota and found. A tablet called Rexall Order hagen. is now modern In appearance. DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
as Paris has not seen for many years.
wireless telegraphy at Hewett's
the movement is attracting much at lies has been discovered. This tablet The earlier houses built of wood werj
Dentist
The beauty of the colors is accen Island.
tentlon in the rural neighborhoods. attracts water from the system Into destroyed by fire in the eighteenth >02 MAIN ST.
tuated by th’e extensive use of black
ROCKLAND, ME.
The Hunt house removed from
century
and
have
been
replaced'
with
Taking the country ove.r there are the lazy, dry, evacuating bowel called
and white, both for day and evening.
Telephone
915-M
Spring street to make way for the
brick
and
stone
buildings.
Copen

now more active Juveniles than ever the colon. The water loosens the dry
The new browns have a mixture of
83tf
new Thorndike & Hix block, was
before in the history of the Grange food waste and causes a gentle, hagen is noted for its beautiful Jtarks
plum and garnet red In their makeup.
moved to Limerock street to become
thorough, natural movement without and gardens .among which the most
Wine reds and rich shades of helio
The oldest subordinate Grange in forming a habit or ever increasing the famous are the Tivoli Gardens, laid DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
trope and prune are important, w'hile a residence for Ambrose Mills,
• • * *
out in 1843. At night they are lighted
California has Just celebrated its 57th dose.
a
dark greens for day wear and lighter
Stop suffering from constipation. with thousands of fairy lights and the
These births were recorded:
birthday and has the enviable record
evening are apparently due for a
SIMON K. HART
Osteopathic
Physician
Glenmere, July 4, to Mr. and Mrs
of never having skipped one of its Chew a Rexall Orderlie at night. theatres, restaurants, concert and
tremendous vogue. One house uses
MONUMENTS
regular meetings In 57 years, al Next day bright Get 24 for 25c to dance-halls in it offer countless a
400 MAIN 8T< ROCKLAND
the whole color card In sport cos Charles Bartlett, a daughter.
Rockland July 10 to iMr. and Mrs. 63 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland though these are held every Saturday day at the nearest Rexall Drug Store, tractions. Indeed one could easily call
tumes made of true Scotch tartans
Charles W.. Sheldon.
it "Denmark’s Fairyland,”
Tel*ph*n** 1SM| Reoldono*
Stephen Fifield a son,
42TU
afternoon in the year.
bearing the names of the clan*.
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Every-Other-Day
A NEW FUEL PUMP

ROCKPORT
Ragnhild Heistad is home from New

Famous Oakland Device Has York for an Indefinite stay with her

Banished

“Gravity

Page Five
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and

Vacuum" Systems
The Oakland Motor Car Company,
■Which first introduced the fuel pump
three years ago, has seen its pioneer
ing judgment endorsed by more than
79 manufacturers who now use this
device on automobiles, trucks and
busses, airplanes, stationary engines
and marine power plants. Therefore,
it semed quite fitting and appropriate
when the 40,000,000th AC fuel pump
produced last week, was installed on
an Oakland Eight.
According to automotive engineers,
many Important motor developments
have been made possible by the Oak
land-pioneered fuel pump. Were it
not for the fuel pump, the highly effi
cient system of down draft carbution would remain impracticable,
cost of cars per horsepower would be
considerably higher, fire hazards
would be greater and the performance
of a majority of automobiles could not
have advanced to present standards.
The wide adoption of mechanical fuel
feed as introduced by Oakland recalls
the interesting story of how engineers
sought for many years to improve the
means of conveying gasoline from gas
tanks to carbueretor.
Gravity was the first universal fuel
feed system. But this method necessi
tated locating the gasoline tank close
to the engine and above the carbure
tor, while the objective of the en
gineers ,was 'to place the gasoline
reservoir as far away from the en
gine as possible. The earliest devel
opment which achieved this end with
a fair degree of satisfaction was the
pressure system in which an air pump
geared to the motor created pressure
in a rear end gasoline tank and thus
forced a supply of fuel to the car
buretor.
The cost, however, was
rather high and the system was found
unsulted to less expensive cars. Also,
the tank had to be “pumped up" by
hand before the car could be started.
Then came the recently familiar
vacuum system in which the tank was
divided into two units, the major
tank at the rear and a smaller one,
commonly known as the vacuum tank,
“up front' under the hood. Suction
obtained through a connection with
the intake manifold, drew fuel from
the main tank to the vacuum tank
which then fed the_ carburetor by
gravity. With the vacuum tank, how
ever, several disadvantages. Includ
ing the possibility of ' starving” the
carburetor on long, up-hill pulls,
still remained.
Then, after years of research, came
the positive mechanical fuel pump
geared to the engine, providing pre
cisely the volume of fuel required at
all speeds and under all conditions.
Capable of delivering more fuel than
the engine can consume, the pump
automatically "rests" when its full
capacity' is not needed. So powerful
is this device that if necessary it could
draw gasoline to a height of 20 or 30
feet.
-------------- -----! In ease of trouble with electric
.lights or fallen wires between 9
o’clock Saturday night and 7 o'clock
Monday morning, phone 507. Rock
land, the C. M. P. Co. power station.—
adv.

father, Hans Heistad.
Mrs. William York of Clinton, who
has been visiting her sister Mrs. Myra
Giles, returned home Wednesday.
Miss Harriet Cavanaugh, after
spending a few days with her parents
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cavanaugh, re
turned to Westbrook Saturday where
she has employment in the home of
Mr .and Mrs. Granville Shibles. Mrs.
Shlbles also called on relatives In
town Saturday on her way home from
Calais, where she had been visiting
her sister, Mrs. Carrie Tolman.
Miss Hazel Lane, Director of
Religious Education of the Congre
gational Church at Lawrence. Mass.,
is spending the month of August with
her parents, Capt. and Mrs. George
Lane.
Miss Doris Ballard is assisting at
the Megunticook Press in Camden.
Miss Marion Cavannaugh has em
ployment in Camden at the home of
Mrs. Addie Whynot.
Mrs. Elmer Bardee and son Bobby
of Washington, D. C„ who are spend
ing the summer )gith her parents, Mr.
and- Mrs. Robert H. House were
recent guests of Mrs. Rena Carroll.
Capt. and Mrs. George Lane and the
Misses Hazel and 'Elsie Lane were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Baker at Edgecomb.
The Nitsumsosum Club was pleas
antly entertained Monday evening at
the home of Mrs. Hattie Spear.
Ralph W. Blakeley and bride
(Beulah Crozier Richardson) returned
Sunday from their honeymoon trip
which took them to Prince Edward
Island where they visited the bride's
brother.
Clyde Spear is at present employed
at the Willow Street Market, Rock
land.
The regular meeting of the Trytohelp Club was held at the Baptist
vestry Monday evening.
Mrs. William H. Stedman and fami
ly of Brockton, Mass., are guests for
two weeks at the Carleton homestead.
A candy sale was held Monday on
the lawn of the Baptist parsonage for
the benefit of the Ladies’ Sewing
Circle. Miss Marietta Shibles and
Miss Hortense Bohndell were in
charge and a neat sum was realized.
Elmer Crockett spent the weekend
at Bailey's Island, guest of NewJersey friends who are summering
there.
Russell Hewes and friends from
Whitinsville, Mass. ,are vacationing
at the George Hewes house. Mechanic
street.
The Baptist Ladies' Sewing Circle
will hold their annual picnic at Oak
land Park 'Wednesday. Those plan
ning to go should take the 10.45 car.
Benjamin Morang is at Vinalhaven
for two weeks the guest of relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Everett of
^Auburndale. Mass., arrived Monday
‘ for a few days’ stay at the Everett
camp. Spear street.
Mrs. Norman Parker and infant
son returned Sunday from Communi
ty Hospital.
The regular meeting of the John
son Society will be omitted this week
and the next meeting will be held
Aug. 13 at the home of Mrs. (Nana
Wentworth.
The annual fair of the Fred A. Nor
wood. W.R.C., held Friday was very
well patronized and a goodly sum was
added to the treasury, the receipts
from various tables in charge of the
following ladies: Fancy work and

MILL WORKER
BENEFITED
Picked Up After Taking Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compouwd

sge

Towanda, Pa.—“I was working in a
silk mill and got so tired and rundown
that I weighed
only 89 pounds. I
was not well
enough to do my
work. As soon as
I began to take
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound, I be
gan to pick up.
After being mar
ried for thirteen
years, I had a
baby boy and the next year I had an
other boy who now weighs 37 pounds
and is healthy as a bear. The Vegetable
Compound has helped me in a dozen
ways and I hope others will try it too.”
—Mrs. C. B. Johnson, Webb Street,
R. D. #6, Towanda, Pennsylvania.
aprons, Mrs. Cacilda Cain and Mrs.
Emma Torrey; cooked food, Mrs. Cora
Morrill: store. Mrs. Louise Melvin.
Mrs. Stella Simonton; rummage and
mysteries. Mrs. Villie Simmons. Mrs.
Anna Trim; frankfurts, Mrs. Nellie
Alexander; candy, Mrs. Gertrude
Talenbloom. Supper was served at
5.30 under the direction of Mrs. Sarah
Prince, Mrs. Ethel York, Mrs. Etta
Carter, Mrs. Anna Trim, followed by
an entertainment in charge of Mrs.
Minnie Wellman.
These numbers
were presented: Vocal solos, Earle
Achorn. Donald Welt, Willett Pumphrey, Steward Rhodes, Lillian Pumphrey. The accompanists were Miss
Mattie Russell, Miss Ruth Miller,
Miss Lillian Pumphrey and Miss
Gwendolyn Buzzell. Dancing was en
joyed until a late hour. President
Maud Davis and her committee are
entitled to much credit for the suc
cess of the affair and deep apprecia
tion is felt for the assistance rendered
by the various merchants in town,
and also by J. Carleton Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. George McFarland of
Manchester, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs.
Lee McFarland of Whitinsville, Mass.,
are guests bf Mrs. Ali'<’ Pitts and
Mrs. Lillian Kellar.
Eugene St. Clair is moving his
family from the Arthur Packard
house on I'nion street to the Blaisdell
house. Mechanic street.
The lawn at the residence of L. E.
Ppham will he a scene of festivities
on Aug. 22 when the Johnson Society
will hold their lawn party and sale.
Norman Parker and son who have
been staying at the home of his par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. George Parker.
Camden for the past ten days re
turned home Sunday.

In case of trouble with electric
lights or fallen wires between 9
o’clock Saturday night and 7 o'clock
Monday morning, phone 507. Rock
land, the C. M. P. Co. power station.—
adv.
Discretion is the quality that
prompts a missionary to burn the
newspapers
from
back home.—
Elizabeth Journal.

A biq,, powerful

VINALHAVEN

'ELWELL A HERO

RAMBLES AFIELD
Louie H. Smith has returned to Former Keeper of Break-'
Saylesvllle, R. I., after a vacation
water Light Saves Lives At
Here, There and Yonder, kpent with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Llewellyn Smith. Enroute he visit
Pemaquid
Touching the Alluring ed his brother Neil in 'Woodfords.
From
Boston
to
Saylesvllle,
he
mo

Things of Nature.
Leroy Elwell, formerly keeper of
tored with Barney Poor.
Mrs. Rebecca Short and daughter the Rockland Breakwater light and
tNumber Eleven]
Margaret of Boston arrived Sunday fog signal, broke into the news
morning for a brief visit with Mrs. columns the other day as the result
“Hosmer's Pond!” What a won
Short’s mother Mrs. Eliza E. Arey and
of a deed of heroism at Pemaquid
derful das' I had when my father hired relatives.
a pair of horses and a double seated
Miss Susan Grace Ayers of Wor Point where he rescued three young
carriage and took us to visit his old cester. Mass., is a guest of Mrs. Wil people from Springfield who had been
borne and the scenes of his child li. m Caldetwood School street.
thrown Into the water when their catMrs. Sada Robbins returned Sat
hood I .1 was seventeen years old urday from Tiverton, Rhode Island boat capsized.
and had never had a long ride since where she was called by the illness of
Launching a light skiff in the face
I was a small child too young to re
her niece Mrs. Chester Hathaway of tremendous breakers that were
member a night trip to Belmont. All
(Ruth Vinal) who is convalescing.
coming in upon the Point, one of the
along the way he told us where this
Miss Carrie Pendleton has returned worst places along the coast when
neighbor used to live and where he
from a visit in Rockland with Mr. squalls set in, after repeated efforts
worked for that one, for the.v called
and Mrs. Orrin T. Smith.
Mr. Elwell finally outrode them and
folks neighbors then that lived
Mrs. Jennie Patterson entertained reached the trio struggling to keep
perhaps three miles away.
Saturday evening at bridge, at her above water. One of them he took
We stopped at one place and got
into his boat, but the craft was so
some apples which he called high home, High street.
A party from the Breakers attended small that it would have (been impos
topped sweetings. I think the name of
the family was Annis. We stopped at the I.O.O.F. Club bridge party in the sible to take all and try to bring
the old Russ farm where grew the hall Thursday evening. Honors went them to shore, so the other two were
biggest elm tree in the county, and to Marshall Drake and Mrs. Charles held up until other boats, summoned
by telephone calls, rushed to the aid
where a delicate looking man played Chilles.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark P. Smith enter of Elwell.
the fiddle for us. I think the name was
tained
Friday
evening
at
their
sum

Those rescued were Chester Neal.
Alec Russ The place was afterward
IS. son of Chester T. Neal of the law
known as the Wheaton Lovejoy place. mer home “The Red Lion.”
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clyde
Orcutt
were
in
I think Mrs. Lovejoy was one of the
firm of Chapin & Neal, his 36-yearRockland
Saturday where their old sister, Barbara, and Miss Betty
Russ family.
daughter
Helen
is
a
patient
at
Knox
Carleton, 18, a friend. The Neals are
Then we went on to the foot of
the mountain, then up and up till the Hospital. Mrs. Orcutt remained over spending the season at their summer
Sunday.
road ended abruptly and the very
home at Round Pond.
Miss Cora Vinal arrived home Sat
last house was where my father's
It was choppy and rough some dis
urday
having
attended
summer
school
boyhood was spent. Some distance
tance from the shore, and occasion
at
Gorham.
back of the bouse was a long, deep
ally a squall developed which made
• ♦ ♦ •
galley with a brook at the bottom
navigation all the more dangerous.
William Dennison of Bath spent the
■ind all sorts of fascinating thlnes
growing along the sides. Blackber weekend with his family at Granite
ries and other berries and shrubs, Island.
Mrs. Charles S. Libby of Wollaston
many of which I had never seen be
fore. Then away out in a field he has joined her family jn town for the
showed us the big rock with a hol remainder of August.
Mrs. Willey and daughter Mrs.
low in the top where they used to salt
the sheep. Pouring the gait Into this Mora Whitney of Cambridge arrived
hollow place they would call “Co ’nan, Saturday at the home of Mrs. Carrie
co nan, co ’nan," and the sheep would, Dickenson.
Hilton Young spent Saturday in
come running and gather round the
Rockland.
rock to lap up the salt.
Herbert Sanborn of Rockland spent
the weekend with his parents Mr. and
More than twenty years afterward, Mrs. L. W. Sanborn.
when I went to West Rockport to
Mr. and Mrs. O. V. Drew and Mr.
teach school, I boarded at Al. An and Mrs. E. A. Smalley spent Friday
drews'. One Saturdays borrowed his
with Mrs. W. A. Smith and Mrs. O.
thirteen year old boy. Walter, and
C. Lane at Camp Alyosoa, Shore
we started in a bee line across the
Acres.
WHER.E mountains, with no guide except a
Miss Lida Greenlaw was soloist
tiny compass which originally ac
Sunday morning at Union Church.
companied one of Scott’s hair
M9UKNOWYOUII
Mrs. Gxace (Sprague) Porter and
brushes. The way was along an un
sister Mrs. Bertha (Sprague) Burke
a/rudj
broken forest and neither of us had
of Brockton, Mass., were in town the
ever been through it or near it. but
* HE KNOW5 HIS
past week. They were formerly resi
I wanted to see my father's old hoihe
dents cf Vinalhaven.
once more and took that way to find
GROCERIES’
Friday, evening at her home Mrs.
it. It must have been three miles and
Ernest L. Glidden entertained friends
Walter was no woodsman at all, and
at bridge in honor of her guest Mrs.
always fearful of getting lost, but
Abbie Creed of Boston, Mass., who
we persevered and at length came
returned to the city Saturday. Lunch
out within a few rods of the place.
The old house had been burned was served.
Miss Ina Timmons left Friday noon
down and a new one had taken its
place, but the gulley and the sheep on her return home to New York
rock were still there and there were after a visit with her sister Mrs.
some flying squirrels in a cage. I told Frederick Malcolm.
W. J. Billings was in Rockland Sat
the people my name and my father’s
name and we were given the freedom urday.
Straight
Miss Arlena Kossuth, nurse, of
of the place. We spent several happy
hours and returned to West Rockport R ckland returned Monday after a
at night, steering a more southerly few days’ visit with her parents. Mr.
course in order to enjoy as much and Mrs. Willis Kossuth
Ivory L. Hall of Boston recent gu?st
different scenery as possible in one
day. I have never seen the place of Frank M. White returned Monday.
William Bernhard of Melrose ar
OR
since, much as I would like to do so,
but many years later when out driv rived Saturday to Bernhard cottage.
ing with a friend, we were misdirect Shore Acres.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Boman enter
ed and though there were many
changes with new trees springing up tained Wednesday the Misses Rose
and old ones missing yet I recognized and Mary Peterson of New York, Mr.
the road and stopping at the foot of and Mrs. Herbert Boman. Lisbon
the hill I made inquiry of an old gen Falls, Mr. and Mrs. M. P. .Smith. Bos
tleman who was working in his bean ton. Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Webster.
patch and I found him to be an old
• • • •
resident who knew my father and all
Mr. and Mrs. Paul P. Harris of
his people and he seemed much Chicago, 111., are guests at Rockpleased to see one of the Veazie awawv Inn. Mr. Harris who is well
family.
known as founder of International
• • a •
Rotary is finding much of enjoyment
At one time I was told that a man and interest in this seaport town. It
Pure Strawberry
either in that house or the one below may be that Rotary listeners some
where
in
the
future
may
hear
of
life
it owned a yoke of oxen reputed to be
S*L*. Jar
the largest in the state. I think his in Vinalhaven. the summer of 1930
name was Allenwood, but am not woven into a story of daily happen
ings
along
the
rocky
coast
and
a
certain. It was three miles to “Cam
den Village” and I have heard father “fish” story included.
Charles Young motored a party
tell of being sent there by his mother
with his little basket of eggs for which over the sea to Saddle Back Light
he received the munificent sum of Friday. It was a novel experience fo
eight cents per dozen! One night, the passengers who delightd in the
returning home through the woods at sail, the thrill of landing by the
dusk a wild cat (“lucifee,” he called swingchair. and the generous hos
FRESH GREEN
it) followed him. running along be pitality of their hosts Keeper W. W.
hind him on the stone wall part way Wells and assistant Mr. Alley. In the
up the mountain and screaming fear-i party were Rev. and Mrs. P. J. Clif
fully. His mother heard it, and ford, their daughters the Misses Doris
opening the door let the light shine add Alleen Clifford, and son Richard
GOOD LUCK
out. Father was ten or twelve years and Misses Ethel Young and Helen
old, but he was so frightened that he Arey.
Late arrivals at Bridgeside—Mr.
pitched inside the door in an uncon
scious condition and never really and Mrs. Walter Webb, of Washing
knew whether he fainted or what ton. D. C.: Miss Alice F. Douglass of
happened, but between fright and ex Philadelphia. Pa. Those who left the
SPLENDID
haustion. he fell into the house instead past week were Mrs. A. M. Benjamin
of walkingMn, and came to his senses and sister Mary of Binghamton. N.
with his mother putting water on V.. Miss Eva Land of Philadelphia;
Mrs. Emma Thomas of Fall River,
his head.
Mass., Mrs. C. D. Floyd of Wakefield.
Adella F. Veazie.
Mass., Miss Helen Dunn of New York.
Miss Katherine Davis, Allston. Mass.:
WEST ROCKPOR1
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Magill of New
York. Mrs. E._Hagendorn and daughThe annual church fair wHl he held ter Edith. New York; Miss Elsie
at the usual place—near the firemen's Herman. New York.
hall Thursday afternoon of this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert L. Hunt, daughFancy articles, aprons, quilts, cooked ter Dorothy and son Thomas and Miss
food, candy, ice cream, rugs etc. will Janet Lowe who have occupied Mrs.
be on sale in the various booths.
H’arrle Ames’ home and Mr. and Mrs.
Mias Elizabeth Laine who has been r-N- Seymour, sons Maurice and Jean
visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. |
daughter Betty and Emil HeidGustave Laine has returned to her >'ifk and sister Anne Heidrlck who
duties as private nurse in Newton have been at Capt. Frank Rossiter's
Mass.
>
'he past month left Friday for their
Misses Viola and Julia Igtssel al(. ;e>u''n home to Salamanca. New York,
home from Massachusetts spending rheBe new comers were much pleased
with Vinalhaven.
their vacation with their mother.

Picnic Baskets s

85c and UP
Covered Baskets—Single Cover—two handles. Strongly made
large capacity. Ccme in and look them over
And if you need a new cook stove for that camp—we have them—
also Fly-Tox to keep away the pests. Large bottle 75c. Harm
less, does not stain Positively kills pests.
Write for free catalog if you cannot conveniently come
FARM,

rCCCRAL and

70 horsepower
H4 inch wheelbase

114-inch wheelbase
70-horsepower engine

Thermostatic control of cooling
Double-drop frame

Self-adjusting spring shackles

Full power muffler

Engine-driven gasoline pump

Lanchester vibration damper

BIG and beautiful car, of 114-inch
l wheelbase ... 4 car built to
Studebaker’s 78-year-old standards of
quality. Never has so powerful a car
been sold for so low a price as this
brilliant new Studebaker Six.

A

Starter button on dash

Cam-and-lever steering
Hand brake on four wheels

Clutch torsional damper

4-DOOR THREE WINDOW SEDAN

♦

‘895

At any price below #1000, there is
no comparable car-per-dollar value.
Check its quality evidence. Let your
eyes and your judgment of perform
ance, comfort, beauty, prove this state«ient to you.

Roadster for 4 ■•••• • • 8795
Club Sedan.........................
845
Coupe for S...............................
845
Coup<for4.......................................... 895
Tourer..........................
. 895
Regal Sedan, 4-door « win wlntlt) 995
LandauSedanr4-doorf4mr«wlM*lij 995
Regal Tourer f< wire wkwb) . . . 995
AH pricer et the foefory

See the car, drive it, verify its many
fine-car features before you decide.

ROCKLAND OARAGE COMPANY
BURGES8

Park and Union Streets

II4-INCH

a LINNEKIN

Tel. 700

WHEELBASE

-

Rockland, Maine

- 70 HORSEPOWER

TtMPtt

Whitney

5

p«RTl/VMt)

STS..

(Suddenly one of these struck the catboat, it wavered for an instant 'before
the 'blow and. then overturned and

'TH

MAIM-

EAGLE

Richard Howard has returned from
a short stay in the country.
sank.
Tlje Misses Ball. Edith. Marcia,
Elwell, seeing the plight of the Grace and Elsa, are at Camp Content
thre£ from the light station, hurried for a short stay.
ly launched his s*kiff and calls were
Mrs. P. L. Brown and sons recently
sent out for others to aid.
visited her parents Mr. and Mrs. E.
W. VL IBurn-side, -who lives on the L. Carver.
west s>ide of Pemaquid. a mile dis
Elmer Carver (with his employer
tant. was one of those who responded Mrs. Lewis) called in her yacht for
to the calls, and 'he, was the first to an hour’s stay with his parents Mr.
reach the s-pot where Elwell and the and Mrs. E. L. Carver.
Springfield trio were. He took the
Bon Quinn of the Quinn House took
other two linto his craft and brought a party for a picnic at one of the adthem ashore. Another boat was sent (jacent islands recently.
over hy Capt. Thomas Brackett of ■ E. L. (’arver purchased a calf reNew Harbor.
j cntly (Miss No. Haven.).

ROCKLAND DIVISION

WEEK OF AUGUST 11 TO AUGUST 16
Macaroni

Elbow
Macaroni

'Spaghetti

GETS ALL THE DIRT

Lava Soap

l llc
Bars

ROSE BRAND

No. R
Gan

CORNED BEEF HASH

»c

J Package* 18c ClothesPins 14f«9c
I,o>9c

TEA

Preserves

FLY-TOX

39e

Jar Rubbers

CROW

Epsom Salts
■alt Pound

FORMOSA

GOOD
LUCK

■all Pound

r

Lemon Pie Filling

C

Minute Tapioca

Orange
Pekoe

Lima Beans

CHECK THE QUALITY
then Compare I

SUPPLIES - SEEPS*

POULTRY

DAIRY

Kendall

Wax Lunch Rolls

STUDEBAKER

s s

Per Pkg.

21 COFFEE

5Dom"X5'

2
BUFFALO PEjMUT BUIITEF L
VRKK SANIIWICH SPREA
Crab M[eat
MALT SYRUP

Miss Alice Lunden of East Brain
SWAN’S ISLAND
tree, Mass is the gueet of her mother
Mrs. Amanda Lunden.
The ladies of the Methodist
Rev. Harry Leach of Hackensack.
N. J., was the speaker at the church Church held thirannual fair and sup
Sunday morning. Due to a misprint per in Red Men’s hall Friday. The
in the news items Saturday, a few following committee were in charge:
came Sunday evening expecting to Supper committee. Laura Stinson.
hear him then but Mrs. Hughey has GGrace Stanley, Ruth Moulden; fancy
food table, Maggie Sprague and
charge of the evening service.
Sophia Stockbridge; variety table,
John Andrews has returned to his | Mary Trask; candy table, Bessie
work in Massachusetts after spending Joyce; fancy articles and aprons,
two weeks with his parents, Mr. and Sadie Gross and Ella Morse. In ad
Mrs. Sidney Andrews.
dition to these articles were (four
Mr. Tilton is reported to he im beautiful comforters made by Mrs.
proving in health since his recent Mary Stanley, which were sold on
surgical treatment at Knox Hospital. tickets and a pleasing sum realized
Rev. P. C. (Hughey will be with us from them. The proceeds from all
one more Sunday before entering amounted to about $95.
upon hi sannual vacation beginning
Dr. H. W. Small of Portland is
Aug. 18.
spending his vacation in Atlantic.
--------------------- Mrs. Margery White of MassachuThere are those of us who can ' setts is visiting her mother Mrs.
remember whien the Chinese devoted Hattie Kent.
most of their attention to minding
Mrs. Lena Smith ofMassachusetts
their peace and queues.— Arkansas is visiting her mother-in-law Mrs.
Gazette,
‘Flora Smith.

THREE

D

WASSOOKEA6
FANCY WHITE CORN

PURE
RED CAP
VANILLA
CROW

r

Glass Bbl.

®-°«-

Per Can

21 c
)•

«

Z For 2>
M

One Trial Size Can FREE

SCOT TISSUE

Twe-Ounee Bottle

VT

Toilet Paper 3«»»»X6'
Fig Bars 2^27'

TRADE at A NATION-WIDE STORE.
I

You know the owner

tC - lifO-v "• I
Page Six
THOMASTON
There will be a special meeting of
the Baptist Society at the vestry
Thursday evening at 8.30.
Mr. and Mrs. iRegtinald Henderson
are being congratulated upon their
marriage which took place in Rock
land, Aug. 7. They have made their
home in the Spear block.
Miss Margaret Copeland arrived
Saturday from Newton Center. Mas«..
to spend the remainder of the sum
mer.
Miss Betty Brown came Sunday
from Gay’s Island where she had
spent ten days with her aunt, Mrs.
Marie B. ,Singer. Miss Betty came
to join with other members of Pine
Cone troop of -Girl Scouts for a visit
to King Spruce Camp Girl Scouts of
Tenant's Harbor, organized by Mrs.
Harold Hupper of Martinsville.
Miss Hazel Mitchell ft Friendship
was a visitor in town Saturday.
tMr. and Mrs. George Newcombe
arrived Saturday and are guests of
Mr. and Miss Washburn, Elliot street.
Mrs. Emma Thorne of St. Albans.
Me., arrived Saturday and will spend
a few days with her mother and
sister, Mrs. Scott Young and Miss
Young, at their home on Beechwoods
street
Capt. and Mrs. Leland Hart and
their daughter. Miss Hart of Boston
Harbor Light, are visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. Darius N. Rackliffe.
James Ulmer and family will re
turn to their home in South Cushing
today.
At the Gray Boat Shop work on a
38 foot yacht has begun.
Miss Corinne Maloney has gone to
South Cushing to spend two weeks
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Maloney.
• • * *

The Misses Libby, representing the
Christian Endeavor, had charge of
the service at the Baptist Church
Sunday evening. iRev. George Hol
gate of South Portland preached.
The young women gave good service.
Raymond Greene was soloist and
Mias Paquin and Master Carroll as
sisted with the musical instruments.
•Mrs. Francis Tillson has returned
to Knox Hospital for further treat
ment. •
Mias Olive Elwell has returned
from St. George where she has been
visiting relatives.
Miss (Bessie Block of Dorchester.
Mass., and Miss Lillian Raichlen of
New York are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Abraham Block.
Miss. ,Hildla M. George is leaving
Wednesday for Honolulu, via the
Canadian Pacific and San Francisco.
She will be on the staff of the Palama
Settlement which has taken over the
generalized public health nursing
service of the Hawaiian cRy. Miss
George hopes to see enroute Mrs.
Sadie Mills and family, formerly of
Thomaston, and to become acquaint
ed with Misses Martha and Mary Hall
of Rockland, now’ living in Hawaii,
to whom Mise Charlotte Buffum has
sent an introduction.
Arthur Brazier of Portland is at
home on his vacation and is spending
it with his mother on the farm at
Brooklyn Heights.
Mr. and Mrs. Venner w’ho went to
Boston last week intending to make
an extendedi tour, have returned
home. Mrs. Ernest Jones and son
Bobbie of Rockland had passage to
Boston with them and went on to
vteit Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robinson in
Montello. Mass. The intense heat
caused Mrs. Venner to give up the
long tour.
• • • •
Another of Thomaston’s old citi
zens, Aaron Winchenhach of Wads
worth street died Sunday.
Miss Addie Morse will be the house
guest of Mrs. William J. Tobey this
week.
IBenamin Frye and daughter May
were in town Monday, guests of
Leonard Stetson.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Copeland
have returned from a visit in Cam
den.
One of the busiest persons in town
is Miss Kay Turner, who is planning
the parade to be held in connection
with the Legion fair. Miss Turner,
who is a skilled artist, carries on a
large business in antiques.
The* tourist busses from Boston and
New York were well patronized last
week.
Simon Hahn is spending a vaca
tion with his father and sister, at
the West End.
Miss Phyllis Belasco is visiting
Miss Maxine Eaton in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bernsen and
daughters Ella and Barbara of
Tewksbury, Mass., are visiting Miss
Edna Hilt for two weeks.
Ernest Burton of Billerica, Mass.,
Is visiting his cousin, Mrs. Minnie
Newbert.
,C. .Russell Kelleran of Buffalo is
•the proud father of a son born Aug. 1.
He is a nephew of Mrs. Ella Thorn
dike who is spending the summer
here.

• • • »

Notes on the Coming Fair
Mtes Kay Turner, in charge of the
parade at the Legion fair, is anxious
to issue instructions to all those who
have agreed to help her. If anyone
has rfot yet reported to her will they
please do so at once, as it is only a
week to the 20th, and things must be
gotten under way immediately.
Will any person, old or young, who
is willing to snip fir for the pillows
for the fir pillow shop for the Legion
fair, please get in touch with Mrs.
Minnie Newbert or Mrs. Edna Smith,
or better still report at Mrs. Martha
Cogan’s barn. Green street armed
with a stout pair of old scissors.
Mrs. Maria Copeland says she will
require 1000 sandwiches to satisfy the
hungry people who apply at the sand
wich shop at the legion fair. A sand
wich loaf will make thirty sand
wiches, and she says it is not neces
sary to remove the crusts for the
hungry people on the Mall. Won't
you make up a loaf and send it in
to her? Any sort of filling is accept
able.
Mrs. Lillian Cbmery, chairman of
the apron table, would appreciate it
very much if those who have prom
ised apron material for the Legion
fair would please get it in as promptly
as possible, so that the aprons may
he made up.
In case of trouble with electric
lights or fallen wires between 9
o’clock Saturday night and 7 o’clock
Monday morning, phone 507. Rock
land, the C. M. I’. Co. power station.—
adv.
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Rev. and Mrs. C. W. Turner from
Mrs. Harry Richards and son Gil
bert have returned from Lake Megun- Pas.umpic, Vt.. are visiting friends in
ticook where they spent two weeks town.
at their cottage.
A very pleasant gathering of 37
Mrs. A. H. Parsons entertained the persons assembled at the home of
Friends-In-Council at her cottage at
Mrs. Martha Watts Saturday after
Blue Hill over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Hartford Talbot are noon for a picnic. Those (present
receiving congratulations on the ar- from out of town were: W. H. Maxey,
Sr.. Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Maxey. Jr..
rival Aug. 9 of an eight-pound boy.
Kffle Carleton of Itos,on. the well- M-’- ^>1 Mrs. p A. Maxey and son
known actress, is pending a few ! H^ace Mrs. Ida Maxey. Mr. and
i p. - i
Mrs. IDliver iHolmes and daughter
" Thela'lies'oPtheC. A.R.. will enjoy '
Mrs- Ro*> w'ntts of R<**'»nd.
a Xc on Thursday a, the home of I M/-. “"<» Mrs. -Harold Watts, son
Mrs. Wallace Robbns in Hope.
Mrs. Howard Anderson entertains
the Bethany Class today at her home
on Harding avenue.
Mr .and Mrs. W. L. Tyler and Mrs.
Tyler’s sister. Dr. Sarah K Wetherbee of (Boston. have returned from
Bayside where they spent two weeks
at the Alamae cottage.
The ladies of the Congregational
sewing circle will hold a food sale at
A. S. Princes store Saturday? at 10
o’clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Stevens of
Woburn, Mass., and Mrs. Emma Ste
vens of Marlboro, Mass., have been
guests of Mrs. Flora Barnard, High I
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Allie Eldridge of Guil
ford are visiting relatives in Camden.
Mr .and Mrs. Harold Ames and two
children are visiting friends in
Dennysville.
George Rodgers of Boston has been
visiting his uncle Mark Rodgers on
Belmont avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Lee of Boston
are spending a week at Cedar Crest
Cabins.
Mrs. Ernest Marshall and child of
Laconia, N. H., are at Lake Megunticook for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Annis of Bath
are visiting friends in Camden, their
former home.
Today at the Comique Theatre
Norma Shearer will be seen in “The
Divorcee.’’ Wednesday. Richard Barthelmess in ‘ Son of the Gods.”

TENANT’S HARBOR
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Watts and
family of Springfield. Mass., arrived
Sunday for two weeks as guests of
their sister. Mrs. Harry Patterson.
The baseball boys did not go to
Vinalhaven Saturday owing to the I
rain storm.
Mr. and Mrs. William Claytor have
rented the upstairs tenement in the
Everett Snow house.
The death of Dodge Hall, 8-8, oc
curred Saturday after a long illness.
Mrs. A. J. Stewart and son Charles
are occupying their summer home.
Mr. Stewart will join them later.
Frank Rawley- and family who
have been guests of Mrs. Herbert
Davidson and Mrs. Charles Holbrook
left Friday for their home in Rum
ford.
Mrs. William Barter, Mrs. Fred
Watts. Mrs. Wallace McLaughlin and
Charles Watts and son Everett at
tended the funeral Wednesday of the
late Nathan Leach in Warren.
Theodore Johnson and family will
move their household! goods Tuesday
to South Side where they will reside
for the present.
In case of trouble with electric
lights or fallen wires between 9
o’clock fSaturday night and 7 o’clock
Monday m »ming, phone 507. Rock
land, the C. M. P. Co. power station.—
I adv.

PORT CLYDE
Mrs. W. H. Hahn of Friendship was
a dinner guest at Mrs. Franklin
Trussell’s Aug. 7.
The sale conducted by the Baptist
Sewing Circle proved a success.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Porter spent
the past week in Vermont.
Mr. Thompson and family of Port
land are occupying the Ulysses Davis
house on Hupper’s Island.
iLozier Wilson who has spent the
past few years in Rockland is ill at
the home of his daughter, Mrs. Ada
Simmons.
Mrs. Ethel White and daughter
Lucy of Massachusetts are spending
the summer with Mrs. White’s mother
Mrs. Lucy Marshall at Land’s End.
Mrs. Clifford Reynolds and daugh
ter Kathryn and friend of Framing
ham Center, Mass., are guests of Mrs.
Olive Marshall.
Miss Marion Gee of 'Boston who Is
spending the summer with Mrs. Ada
Brennen has returned from an auto
trip to Northern Maine.
iRev. Nelson Davis of Newton,
Maps., is a guest of hi? mother, Mrs.
Flora Davis.
Allan Craven of Boston is at the
“Fo’castle.” Mr. Craven has two
guests. Fred Waldo and friend of
Boston.
Dr. and Mrs. Carroll and Mrs. Col
lins and son Charles of Massachu
setts are spending a few weeks at
their summer home.

SPRUCE HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. George F. Gray and
children Donald, Harold and Evelyn
are spending their vacation here;
also Mr. and Mrs. Cramer and little
Billy are visiting with Mr. and Mrs
Gray at New Bedford. Mass,
Miss Cora Waldron of Freeport.
Mrs. S. S. Waldron and Miss Mildred
Waldron of Rockland spent the week
end with S. S. Waldron.
Mrs. Callie Morrill is spending her
vacation of a month at her home here
with Mr. and Mrs. Willis Leach of

llyde Park as her guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Morse and .son
Guy of Gloucester, Mas?., have re
turned to their home after a short
visit with Mr. and Mrs. H. F. York.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Elwell and fam
ily were overnight guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Freeman Elwell ^Saturday.
Mrs. Eben Elwell is on a motor trip
to New York, accomixinied by her
daughter-in-law
Mrs.
Benjamin
Knowles who has been her guest for
several weeks.
Mr?. Walter Drink water has em
ployment at Rockledge Inn.
Mrs. Callie Morrill entertained ten
friends at dinner Friday. In the aft
ernoon the guests enjoyed a motor
trip, also a visit to White Head.
Mrs. Carrie McLoud is visiting
relatives in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Murphy and
son Billy of Cambridge, Mass., are
guests of Prof, and Mrs. C. W. Snow.
Lemuel Tinney has returned to his
home in Quincy, Mass., after being
the guest of his mother, Mrs. Cassie
McLeod for three weeks.

XeQ-MipQ-XiaA'3

Xtyles and daughter Barbara of Bel
mont. Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Watts, sister Miss Ida Stevens, and
niece Margaret Stevens, Mrs. Sabra
Chandler. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Stod
dard. Capt .and Mrs. John Stevens
anti daughter Katherine. Mr. and Mrs.
George St. Clair of Rockland.
Edward Spear .son of Mr. and Mrs.
Is'oiyn Spear spent Friday as the
guest of Harlan ami Jasper Spear.
Maynard Creamer is making repairs
on the Henry McIntyre place .re
cently bought hv Charles Wellington.
Tin- Wellingtons expect to start mov
ing in Wednesday.
Mr. Young and Mr. Nelms of NewYork are spending a few weeks with
Miss Susan Porter, at her summer
home at Monument square.
Mr. anil Mrs Joseph Wellington and
two children of West Medford, Mass.,
called Saturday on Mr. and Mrs. Sid
ney Wyllie.
•Mr. and Mrs. Leland Philbrook and
Mrs. Susie Philbrook were callers
Wednesday on Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Waltz.
Mr. and Mrs. George Martin were
in Waldoboro Wednesday to see John
Rines,
Albert Kylionen. who has had a foot
amputated at State Street Hospital.
Portland is reported as doing well, and
doubtless would be pleased to hear
from friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie and
family spent Sunday as the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Stackpole in
Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Norwood accom
panied hy Miss Edna^ F. Boggs and
Miss Jennie Starrett motored to Port
land Monday on business.
Mr, and Mrs. Wilbur Morse of
Friendship are spending a few days
at their summer place in Pleasant
ville.
Mrs. Rose Watts of Belmont. Mass.,
has been the guest of her sister. Mrs.
Martha Watts, a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wyllie enter
tained two taldes of bridge Saturday
evening. The players besides the
host and hostess were Mrs. William
H. Robinson. Mrs. Laura Starrett, Mr.
and Mrs. Forrest Spear, Mrs. Benja
min Starrett and Mrs. E. Clark.
Charles Calderwood of Clark Island,
Mrs. Josie Hall, daughter Emma and
son Leslie of Belfast were weekend
guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Starrett.
Roy Spear of South Portland ar
rived Saturday to spend a few weeks
vacation with relatives here.
Elsie Howard of Rockland has been
guest of Mrs. Isa Ttague the past two
weeks.
Mrs. K. J. Overlook passed a few
days last week at the home of Frank
Montgomery.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Vaughn of
Waltham. Mass., are visiting Mrs. Elisworth Spear.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Street of
Presque Isle spent the weekend at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Black ington. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Raj- Robinson of South
Paris are with Mr. Robinson's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Mansfield Robinson.
Mrs. Mina Rines has as her guest
for two weeks Mrs. Mattie Kallock.
Miss Martha Jones is spending a
few days at her place in Pleasantville.
Ellis Spear, 2nd. of Boston was at
his summer home over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Harrj- Gordon went to
Chelsea, over the weekend to visit
Mr. Gordon's sister.
Arnold Teague has traded his car
for a Studebaker coach.
Mrs. Ida Maxey of Rockland spent
the weekend with Mrs. Martha Watts.
A group of friends descended in a
body upon Mrs. Ellis Spear to help
her celebrate her birthday anniversary late Saturday afternoon. A pic
nic supper wasenjoyed and the unex
pected guests produced a birthdaj'
cake attractively decorated. Those
present were Mr. and Mrs. William
Teague, Mrs. John Robinson, Miss
Frances Spear. Mrs. Otho Thompson,
Ralph Spear and Sidney Vinal.
Miss Sybil Hawes spent last week
with Miss Pauline Starrett.
Earl Robinson had the misfortune
to step on a rusty carpenter's com
pass Friday night while digging away
the bank near his buildings for a
better parking space for his trucks.
The point passed through the foot
and Mr. Robinson probablj- will be
laid up for a few days.
Charles Wellington has had the
telephone installed, number 3-12, at
his place on the South Warren road.
Wendall Boggs is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Parker McKellar.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Dolham. who
have been visiting with relatives re
turned to their home in Somerville
Sunday.
.. x •
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Campbell nrd
daughter Marian of Massachusetts
were over night guests at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Starrett Saturday.
A large delegation attended the an
nual service held Sundaj’ at the old
German Church at Waldoboro.
Raymond Vinal of Boston spent the
weekend with his parents Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Vinal at their summer
home here.
Mrs. CSssie Means of Rockland was
the guest Sundaj' of Mr. and Mrs.
John Teague.
Miss Lizzie Parker of Bangor spent
Sundaj' with Mr. and Mrs. George
Teague.
Arnold Robinson has been at East
Union at the home of Allan Y'oung
a few days,
Olive Teague is spending this week
with her grandparents Mr. and Mrs.
E. D. Mank at North Waldoboro.

In Everybody’s Column

LIVING IN
1!

*A *

OR SWELTERING OVER AN OVEN ?

H

OW much longer will you be tied

by your apron-strings to anti

quated, heat - wasting, time - wasting
cooking equipment? An^efficient, new
Insulated Glenwood Gas Range will set

you free — free for hours each dty to

rest and play in the cool shadows and
healthful sun of the glorious Summer

outdoors . . . Years ahead in principle
and equipment, keyed to the minute in

design, an Insulated Glenwood with

the marvelous AutomatiCook is indeed

the modern way to cook with Gas, the

fuel whose superiority is never out-

llenwood

of-date.

Central Maine Power Company
at our Gas District Stores
Augusta,

Bath,

Gardiner,

Rockland,

Waterville

$20. ALLOW ANCE FOR YOUR. OLD COOKING EQUIPMENT
DL-26

I Plain. Mass , who is passing the sum- I
UNION
| mer at Friendship, has been visiting j
] her sister, Mrs. Eudora Miller.
Mr. and Mrs, F. C. Flint cf Roek- | Mrs. Sarah Weeks of Cooper's Mills
Gilchrest
land and Mrs. Ralph Bryant of Port [has been the guest of her sister. Mrs.
Monumental Works
land called on friends here Thurs- . Harold R. Smith.
Main Straat
daj-.
• The members of Meenahga Grange j
Thomaston, Maine
Mr. and Mrs. Dafld Wade of 1 attended services in a body at the j
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Waterville and Sarasota, Fla., are Methodist Church Sunday evening
Telephone Connection
guests of her sister. Mrs, Cora Mank. and listened to a sermon by Rev. I
Robert Farris, Jr., returned «atur- ' Alexander Stewart.
daj- from Knox Hospital where he
underwent a serious nasal operation.
He Is reported as gaining rapidljr.
Mrs. Marj- Ames of Appleton visit
ed friends here the past week.
J R. Cianchette and Forrest Fred
erick spent the weekend at their
home in Pittsfield.
Mrs. Izora Gleason has returned
from Spruce Head where she has
been spending several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Mank visit
ed relatives in Portland the past
week.
Jenny McCarthy and Henry Ells
worth, Wrentham Mass., were guests
of friends in town a few days the
past week.
Mrs. Annie Miller Davis and familj’
of Cambridge. Mass, who have been
with relatives here a few weeks re
turned home Saturday.
The annual reunion of the Whit
more family will be held at the home
of George Whitmore at Verona on
Labor Day. All relatives and friends
who would’ like a good time are
urged to attend. From here it is a
HIGHEST QUALITY—ABSOLUTELY FRESH
beautiful ride with unsurpasH-d scen
ery and a cordial welcome awaits
all who attend'.

FRESH

Every Morning

Our Produce Is Fresh From the Garden
Every Morning
FRUITS AND FANCY VEGETABLES

WALDOBORO

The members nf the Methodist Sab
bath School held their annual picnic
Thursday at Jefferson Lake.
Mrs. H. G. Carlton of Boston and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lee of Montreal
were in town Friday.
Miss Kthel Overlook has been in
Atlantic Mass., for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Coonej- of Deep
River, Conn., have been guests at
James Steele’s.
The Young People's Society of
Christian Endeavor will held a
sociable Friday evening In the vestry
of the Baptist Church.
Mrs. Boland T. Waltz of Portland
passed a portion of last week with
her aunt. Mrs. Emma Trowbridge
Potter.
Mrs. Edward L. Cadieu and Miss
Valada Soucie of Bangor arc guests
of Dr. I’. Goodrich Cadieu.
Rev. Everett Washburn, pastor of
the North Avenue Baptist Church.
North Cambridge. Mass.. Mrs. Wash
burn (Louise Davis) and children are
guests of Miss Edna M. Young.
The annual service was held at the
German Protestant Church Sunday
afternoon. Rev. Henry E. Dunnack of
Augusta delivered the sermon and
In case of trouble with electric music was furnished hy the lieiser
I lights or fallen wires between 9 family of Massachusetts and Br< men.
A Child Health Conference will be
o’clock Saturday night and 7 o’clock
Monday morning, phone 507, Rock held In the Baptist vestry Friday aft
land, the C. M. P. Co. power station.— ernoon from two till four o'clock for
children under six years of age.
a<v.
Miss Marion Welt of Allston. Mass.,
and Miss
Marjorie Bragd.n of
Ipswich, Mass., have been at Mrs.
Leola Olivet's for a week.
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Mrs. Guy Ware and Mrs Earle
35 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
Bishop of West Orange, N. J., who
have been guests of their parents, Mr.
Osteopathic Physician
• and Mrs. Janies Steele, returned Sat
Telephone 136
urday.
Mrs. Letlia Simmons of Jamaica

Hanley & B rown
WHOLESALE PRODUCE
Tillson Ave.

Tels. 1235—1236

Rockland

86-88

WANTED-X’apable girl or woman t«i
housework. Write to MILS. EVA A. DAVIS.
Pleasant Point, Me.____________________ 90*M
WANTED Immeillately, waitress and dish
95-97
washer at PARK STREET CAFE.
WANTED -Pupils to tutor. 1st to 4th
grades. Inclusive, for remainder of the sumI mer beginning Aug. 11. CALL 1158-M.
93-95
WANTED- Position to do housework by
experienced woman. Write X, care The Cou
rier-Gazette.
94*B6
WANTED -Cases for practical nurse. MRS.
M. B. CONDON, 63 Cedar St. Tel. 867 XL ,
94-96
WANTED—Pastry cook at KNOX HOS
PITAL.
94-96
WANTED—Lumber. Either sawed and on
sticks or sawed Immediately. White hln’h
squares, all sires. White birch flat stoc.^.
Keecli. birch and maple squares. Rock maple
| squares to l»e shipped green. Do not answer
unless able to produce at once and furnish
guarantee. Address 611A <X>N(mRESS KT .
Portland. Me.
96
WANTED- Agents In Rorkland and vicinity
to sell Christmas cards: $1 assortment con
taining 84 pieces 50 per cent profit. SARAH
STONE STUDIOS, Bangor. Me.
88-130
WANTED E\perleiiced stitchers at MOD
ERN PANTS <\>.
92-tf
WANTED—To loan money on auto, housei hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per
cent per mouth on unpaid balances. KNOX
FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. Poatofflce.
92-tf

For Sale
FOR BALE—One piano, two bedroom sultee,
extension dining/room table,
doz. oak
chairs. V. F. KtTDLEY, 69 j’ark St. Tel.
1080,__________________________________ 94-tf
FOR SALE—-Dry slabs In 2 foot bundles. 10
bundles for ,$1. Edgings. 10 bundles for $1.
Delivered anywhere. R. S. JORDAN, 6 Kelley
lane. Tel. .522-.M.
96*38-tf
FOR SALK Baby carriage. MRS. t'HARLILS
SMITH. 3- Green St., Thomaston, tMe. Tel
13-12.
96-98
FOR SALE— Pftre apple cider vinegar full
strength at Simonton Farm. .West Itockftort.
25 cents pr gal. J. If. SIMONTON
' 96-tf
FOR SALE - Home fferakl Oak parlor heat
er. Price $10 for quick sale. DOXALDUUMMIXGS, 168 .North Main*t. Tel. 677-J. 96-98
FOR SAUK—J. Emery 2L«(1<1 place, at Vinal
haven, to settle estate, furnished or unfur
nished. Call at premiaea Monday afternoon
or evening <or Tusday and see property, If de
sirous of purchasing either real estate or
Imuaehold furniture. LLLLIAH A- ELWELL,
administratrix.
95-88
FOR iSALE— JR. I. iR. pullets. 4 'nio. old,
blood tested. Low price. O'ITO KARI. R No
3, Union, Me.
95*97
FOR SALE- Golden Ba tain corn, cabbage,
nice potatoes ami other vegetables, picked to
order any day in week. Come up. OVKltXBSS SARKISIAN. 157 'Middle Ft. Tel.
SM-W.____________
95-tf
FOR BALK—Power boat 24x7 with 22 h. p.
Ford engine, for trawling or lobaterlug. 4825
New Shipmate stove. $10. CHARLES HEN
PERSON, Thomaston, Me.
»
95*97
FOR WALE—-New milch cow. A. A. PAUL.
50 Mountain St., Camden, Me. Tel. 79-4.
FOR 44ALE- -Champion home moving picture
machine, together with large supply of flints.
TEL. 1086- W.
95-JG
FOR 8ALE -Pair of oxen, about 8 ft.
CHARLES K. 4’ALDKRWOOD, Vlualiiaven. Ale.
94*99
FOR SALE- <23 ft. power boat. Star englat*
with marine clutch, would make a fine lobster
boat. J. 41. MILLER. (Rockport.
93-98
FOR 1BALK—Upright piano In good con
dition. Apply TEL. ,28-3. Warren, Me. 94-tj
FOR (SALE— ’Store and residence. Store nojv
selling complete general stock. Business good
but must be sold at once because of poor
health. Sacrifice price. Apply BOX 2IU.
Warren. Me.
94-tf
FOR &ALK—Barber shop, best one-chair
shop in city. Established 7 years. Business
for two. Other business, reason for selling f
have made a living for family of eight In It
Act quick. Address BARBER, care Courlertiazette.
93-tf
FOR BALE— Fitted hard wood, Vjcord $7,
limbs and soft wood.
cord. $5. LIKE R
RREWI8TER, iR. F. I>. 4'lty or Tel. 48-W.

93*98

EXECUTOR’S SALE
Fine Furniture, China, Glass and Curios
AT PUBLIC AUCTION
•I

• 1

»<*<■«•

At the Residence of the Late Abby H. Strawbridge
Melvin Heights, Camden, Maine

Wednesday and Thursday, August 13-14
Sale Starting Daily at 10 A. M. (Daylight)

Consisting of—Fine Mahogany, Oak and Upholstered Living Room
Furniture, Mahogany Hal, Clock, Mahogany Corner Dining Room
Cupboards, Sideboard, Mahogany, Curly Maple and Birdseye Map,6
Bedroom Sets, Bureaus, Stands and Chairs, Hair Mattresses, Pil
lows, Spreads, Curtains, Draperies, Oriental and other Rugs, a
large and fine assortment of Bronzes, Lamps, Vases, Curios, Min
ton, Royal Worcester and Fine French China, Staffordshire, Wedge
wood, etc., Oil Paintings, Etchings, Prints, several fine Brass and
Iron Fire Sets, Hudson Seal Coat, two Electric Refrigerators,
Range, Safes and many other articles too numerous to mention.

By Order of James Nowell, Executor,
Sale under the management of F. O. BAILEY CO., Portland, Me.

To Let

Advertisements In this column not to exceed
TO LET—Six room tenement on Grace St,
ERNEST | . DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb
, three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times modern
96-tf
• tor 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each Davis.
i for one time, 10 cenls for three times, tils j TO LET— Two furnished rooms . one for $2.
| words mske s line.
Hj
one for $3. Tel. 1074-J. 24 FRANKLIN ST
96*98
TO LET Single house on Rockland St.,
______ Loat and Lourd
with
garage.
Inquire
1>.
SHAFTER,
15
Rock
LOST—Boy’s tricycle Monday at M. C. R.l land St. Tel. 888._____________________ 96-tf
Station. Finder please notify MRS. OLSOTj,
TO LET-Cottage at Ginn’s Point, to small
63 Park St.___________________________ 95*9.
party, for lust two weeks In August. E. F.
LOST— Lady’s black coat at Knox Trotting • INN. Ash olnt. ,Me.
95*97
Park. Wednesday, Aug. 6. Reward. TELyj
TO LET Flat on second floor of Rankin
085-M._______________________________ V 4-96
block. 692 i.Maln St., over Stewart’s store,
LOST Small circle* gold pin with amber suitable for family or office. ’Phone 468. write
colored stones, cither at Rose Festival or ht Pox 277 or call 431 LMain St. FRANK 31. IXPark Theatre.
Finder plase notify
GRA HAM
________________________ 95-98
BASAL STINSON. Tel. 8GO.
93-97
T.) (LET—Furnish I house with filling sta
tion and roail stand on K'amden St. at Rock
ar.d Rockport cltj line. Rent reasonable
Summer Cottages and Board tolanddesirable
parties. I. quire I. K. ^lURCH at
above address.
95*97
FOR SALK At Meguntlcook Lake good1
TO LET—Cottage at Ginn’sPointtor last
camp In flue location: good shore privilege.
two
weeks
In
August
,
to
small
party.
F. F.
Price right for quick sale. WALTER JORDAN.
95*97
111A Washington St., Camden.
94-99 GINN. Ash Point, Me.
T»> LET Three-room apartment on Orient
•TO LET—"Red Roof” overlooking Lermond’s street, unfurnished, lower floor. NELSON IB.
Pond aud Alford's Lake, six furnished rooms, COER. Fuller-Cobb-Davis._____________ 95-97
water In the house, screened-In porch, garage
TO LET—Furnished cottage at iltaysldc.
OSCAR S. DUNCAN, .156 South 31 a In St. Tel.
457.
93-98 Northport. Convenient to stores and postofflee. A. W. GREGORY, 416 Alain St., Rock
FOR SALE Slv NOB COttM* at Bay Side. land._________________________________ 95-97
corg^aJ
Northport.
Inquire of MRS. GEORGI
FOR (SALE- Baby stroller in good conSMALL, Glencove, Me.
94*1021
dltlon. TEL. 1027.
94*96
TO LET—Cottage a ‘Crawford Pond, Union
TO LET—Neat and clean 5 mom tenement,
WILLIAM SAXKOM Tel. 72 or 520-W, 89 tf tilht lights, cellar, shed. 11. H. BARTER.
94-tf
TO LET— For SNson summer co11age at 227 Alain ISt. Tel. 25.
Owl’s Hwul.
MRS. RUTH McBEATH.
TO LET Upstairs apartment. 5 rooms andk
Union St. Tel. 649.
73-tf hath, well heated, all modern Improvements, t
FOR SALE- Large modern coUage at Urea* centrally located. Apply 52 IMasonic ISt. Tel. ’
94*99
! cent Beach, all Improvements, two-car garage, 638-J. MRS U N. MORTLAND.
fine location. EDWARD GONIA at Gonia's
TO LET—Garage and storage.
V. F.
Store, The New Bicknell._______________ 92-tf STUDLKV. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
88-tf
TO LET Furnished cottage at Ocean View
TO LET—Attractive furnished or unfur
point, Spruce Head. J. S. ALLARD, Spruce nished apartment, 5 rooms, bath, garage, all
Head.
.
92-tf modern, freshly decorated, adults preferred,
inquire 5 LISLE KT. Tel. 489-R.
82-tf
TO LET—Five room tenement, all modern,
Wanted
garage, southern exposure.
ROBERT U.
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
92-tf
WANTED-A competent cook until Hepf. 7.
TO LET- Apartment of 3 rooms, kitchenette
Good wages. Car fare paid. E. H DAVID
and
bath.
CITLKR
ICOOK
CD.
92-tf
SON, Round Pond. Me. Refer to Alisa Annie
Frve, 14 Summer St.. Rockland._________ 96*98
TO LET- Seven room tenement anu garage
10 High St. ETTA II. SANBORN. 23 AmesWANTED -Sept. 15, chance to work for at
bury 8t. Tel. 1158-W.
92-tf
hoard and room, by boy attending Commercial
TO LET—Furnished apartment of two
College.
96-104
rooms, or single rooms, all modern
HILL
WANTED To buy old horses: will give DANE. Tel. 427-R.
92 tf
humane death at once. C. A. OLIVER. Wal
TO
LET
—
Cottage
house
on
Camden
St.;
doboro. Ale. Write or telephone.
9698
also 4 room apartment on Summer St. Apply
MRS.
FROST.
8
Summer
St.
Tel.
318-R.
WANTED—411 rl for general work at KNOX
92-tf
HOSPITAL.
96-98 ______ __________
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block.
WANTED To rent house In good condition
not far from center of Thomaston. RENT, carb Apply to B. B. SMITH. Thorndike & Hix
92-tf
I Courler-tiazette.
96*98 Lobster Co. Tel. 208,

FOR {SALE—Packard, Twin-Six, 7 passen
ger closed model. Engine recently overhauled ;
mechanically perfect. Good paint, good tires.
Two new spares, with covers. Big bargain for
quick sale. A. C. ROBBINS, Ash Point, Me.
Phone 378-14.
92*97
FOR SALE—Covered Dodge truck, % ton,
with four good tires. ULARKNX'E THOMP
SON, Independent Coal Co.
89-96
FOR SALE—’Six room bungalow at 4n
Admontem Ave., Rockland, furnished, With'
Improvements; price right to settle an estate.
CARRIE NICHOLS, 31 Hill St., City. Tel.
831-W.
85-tf
SA^K—Two family house, nrst class
condition, with Improvements. $2650
V F
STUDLKV, 69 Park ISt. Tel. 1080.
9 ».tf
FOR SALF^ Mill Wood 4 ft. long, $6.5* ;
More length. »X; fitted wood. (14 : .lt» lumber.
L. A. J ACKAHD, R. I, p, thomes ton. 92-tf
FOR SALE-—250 acre farm, house and barn
in good condition, 1000 cords hard wood, some
blueberry land, cuts L0 tons hay, Waldoboro,
$3600. easy term. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park
St. Tel. 1080.
92-tf
FOR SALE—-Wood that makes warm
friends. Tel. Rockland 125-W or 122-2 Thom
aston. Fitted wood. $14: junks, $12; Cord
wood, $10. del. 0. H. URIE & CO.. Thomaatcn. Successor to Ralph Conant & Son.
92-tf
JDR SALE—Hardwood fitted, $14; Junks,
$1-: long, $10; fitted limbs, $10; fitted-soft
wood and slabs. $8 ; also lumber. T J. CAR
ROLL. Tel. 263-21.
92-tf
K^ALE—Fifty houses of all descriptions
In Rockland A large list of summer cottages.
In fact all kinds of real estate. Come aud
talk over my list If you wish to buy ROBERT
IT. COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77
______________________
92 If
WHEN LN BOSTON—Remember that you
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette wltb
the borne newa. at the OW Booth News Agency j
Washington 8L. next Old 8outb Church.
1

Miscellaneous
MARRIED MEN We need two for work In
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties. Must pos
sess initiative. Good earnings aud oppor
(unity for promotion. Car desirable and ref
erences required. Write for Interview. L.
care Courier-Gazette.
95-97
NOTICE This Is to notify all persons that
from tills date 1 will pay no bills other than

thoae contracted by myself. I van

simmons.

Tenant’s Harbor. Aug. 8, 1930,_______ 95*97
DR. JOHN LI NT. Medium, will be at the
home of R. A. Greene, 38 Beech St., every
Tucsd.iy for readlnfa and treatawt by ap
pointment TEL. 1186-X.
94-tf
PAINTING, PAPER HANGING, also mason
work, brick, cement, plarterlmr. A. \v. <;ray,
contractor, 3 Adams St., Rockland. Me.
90-tf
FISHING PARTIES taken O fishing
grounds; everything furnished except eatl.
Any days except Tuesday, Thursday or Satur
day. S. T. AMlkS. Rockland. Tel. 1070.
86*98
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar wal
built and repaired ; all kinds of lawn work, li
the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWI
TON. '4 Brewster St. Tel. 467.
75*86LAWN MOWERS repaired and sharpenet
called for and delivered. Satisfaction guai
antee l < RIE HARDWARE CO., ltocklam
T. 1 7-1
IS

MONEk TO LOAN op 1st and 2nd mo
gages KNOX FINANCE CO.. 16 School
Opp, post office.
90
1.E1 E. A. KNOWLTON file your nn a
repair vour furuttur. at 216 LIMEKOCK S
Tel. two.
92

LADIES—Reliable stack of hair ,ooda at t
Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall ordi
solicited. II <’ RHODES. Tel. 519-.I,
9>
farms, country Homes, uimag
and estates, up-to-date property. In the tri
den apot of Maine—I'enobsrnl Bay. Wr
what you want ORRIN J riLKKY. R
fast. Me.
(,.i

ill

Notice To Dog Owners
NOTICE— To owners of dogs running lo
I will not he responsible for what may It
pen to your dog found running loose on
property at Bear HUI. Rockville. Maine.
Any dogs running deer, rabbits out of i
son or chafing and disturbing my cattle
sheep will he shot on sight.
Owner of dogs beware. Keep your dogs
II B. RKTIMOND, Hilltop. Bear Hill. Rf
vllle. We.
93-

Used Furniture
For
CAMP OR COTTAGE
CASH OR CHARGE ACCOUNT
We are offering tome remark
able bargains in just what you
need to furnish camp or cottage
or to fit up that room at home at<
low 95*97
cost.

A complete line of Household
Goods—all bargains—homes fur
nished from attic to cellar, Stoves,
Refrigerators, Desks, Safes, Musi
cal instruments, etc.

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
Formerly occupied by Rockland
Produce Co.
Telephone 427-R
41 Tillson Ave.
Rockland
75STaf

TlROimsEWEIl
"Keeps the Foot Well”
for Men and Women

Heel-to-Ball Fitting

J

DORMAN’S

’

440 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
20-tt

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We want all your LIVE POUL
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
or write Charles Shane, cars of
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Ma. Tai.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. References: Any poul
try raiser.

CHARLES SHANE CO.

Every^)ther-Day

Society
In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department espe
cially ties'res Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ________ ____ ____________
770

Mr. and Mrs. Harold L. Karl have
returned from a leisurely motor trip
through New Hampshire including a
visit with friends in Rochester. While
In Portland Mr. Karl attended the At
water-Kent dealers’ conference in
Mins Florence E. Dunn, professor troducing the new Golden Voice
of English at Colby College, arrived model.
yesterday to spend a few weeks with
Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Dunn at
Mrs. Francis Clough of Union street
Crescent Beach.
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Lowell
Perkins, in Milo.
Mrs. E. A. Tolman of Owl’s Head
Miss Alta McCoy and Mrs. Nellie
Is spending a few weeks with her
daughters, Mrs. Courtney Perry and McCoy of Thomaston, and Miss Eliza
beth McCoy of Chicago, left Friday
Mrs. Harry Flint.
for a motor trip to Quebec.
Mrs. Nellie Haines and son Harrle
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Herrick of BlueS. Haines of Danvers, Mass. , and
Miss Leila Alcorn of Boston Jjiotored hill were weekend guests of Mr. and
from Boston and are spending their Mrs. Fred H. Kenney, Camden street.
vacation, with Mrs. Haines’ sister,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Molway and
Mrs. F. E. Speed. Mrs. Haines plans
to return to Portsmouth to visit her Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Henderson of
Staten Island, N. Y„ have been guests
son, C. L. Farr.
of Mrs. J. A. Huntley, Grace street.
On their return home they were ac
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Knapp (Eva companied by Miss Julia Molway who
Farr) and Mr. and Mrs. J. H.^Hood will spend the remainder of the vaca
(Marguerite Farr) of Danvers, Mass, tion with her parents.
have been spending their vacation at
Deer Isle.
Miss Daphne fWinslow who is at
tending summer school at the Uni
Miss Lucy Ball, and mother Mrs. versity of Maine was home for the
Daniel Ball, left yesterday on a fort weekend. Miss Winslow expects to
night’s motor trip which will take complete her studies there this week
them to New York, with stops at sev and after a brief stay at home will
eral points in New England. Mr Ball return to Norway to teach in the high
meantime will be the guest of his school for the third year, having been
daughter, Mrs. Percy Pinette In Milli re-engaged at an attractive increase
nocket. Mr. and Mrs. Pinette were In salary.
here for the weekend.
W. C. Bird cf Northampton, Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Ritter and two spent the weekend with his family at
children of Collingswood, N. J., who the home of H. O. Gurdy, Masonic
have been guests of Mrs. Ritter’s street.
cousin, Mrs. A. P. Blaisdell, returned
Mrs. Roger Wolcott Is in Hartford,
home Saturday. Mr. Ritter is super
intendent of schools in Collingswood. Conn., for a short time. Mr. Wolcott
wlll,return to Rockland with her for
hjs annual vacation.
Misses Ruth Boyd of Sagerstown,
Penn., France Jewell of Springfield,
Mr. and Mrs. George L. St. Clair
Mass., Marlon Weed of Portland and
entertained at their Crescent Beach
Dorothy Blaisdell of this city are at
cottage Sunday, their guests being
Ginn’s Point for a fortnight’s stay.
E. E. Stoddard and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Smith, Miss Margaret
Irving Simpson of North Haven Robinson, Miss Mabel F. Lamb, Alan
was a visitor in the iity yesterday, F. McAlary and family, Mr. and Mrs.
combining business with an oppor George Palmer and Mrs. Ella Bird
tunity to see the Barnes Circus. Mr. and family. Dinner and supper were
Simpson is having a busy summer at enjoyed with’ a beach fire in the eve
the island, his activities augmented ning a feature.
by the fact that he Is building a
house.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson B. Keene and
daughter Janet of Montclair, N. J.,
Misses Marjorie and Eleanor Brown /Who have been at Newagen Inn.
of North Haven are guests of Miss Bootlibay, fon two weeks, arrive today
to be guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. O.
Avis Blackington, Fulton street.
Gurdy, Masonic street.
The Ash Point Old Timers’ picnic
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Strong and Mrs.
which was postponed from Aug. 10
will be held at Ginn’s Point, Aug. 17. Ida Strong of Waterville are guests
of Mayor and Mrs. C. M. Richardson,
Broadway.
The auxiliary of Sons of Union
Veterans is sponsoring a bridge party
Robert Creighton of Boston spent
this evening at Grand Army ball, the weekend with his parents, Mr.
with Mrs. Helen Paladino as hostess. and Mrs. Charles A. Creighton,
Thomaston.
Mrs. E. P. Jones and son Robert
have returned from Avon, Mass.,
Miss Frances Snow, who is at
where they were guests for the week Salisbury Cove for the summer, spent
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robinson. The the weekend at her Rockland home
trip home was made with Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Venner of Thomaston
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Hart are oc
who were driving a new Hupmobile cupying the Bowley cottage at Ler
Eight.
mond’s Pond while Mr. Hart is hav
ing his annual vacation of two weeks
Councilor and Mrs. Raymond E. from the Rockland National Bank.
Thurston are with Governor and Mrs.
Wm. Tudor Gardiner today, visiting
The Dorcas Club was the guest of
the Boys’ State School at Pownal.
Mrs. Ella Grimes at her charming
cottage at Crescent Beach Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Dean, Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Watson and son have
Mrs. Elonla Tuttle is entertaining
returned from a week’s visit with today at luncheon and auction with
relatives in Medford, Mass.
Mrs. H, Nelson McDougall as guest
of honor,
Mrs. Ralph Merrill of Boston was
the weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Keating and
Elmer Davis, Fulton street.
three children of Lee, Mass., are
guests for two weeks of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Dean, Mr. Henry J. Keating, Mechanic street.
and Mrs. Raymond Watson and son
Maynard of The Highlands have re
Mrs. Harriet Young of Allendale,
turned from Massachusetts where N. J., Is guest of Miss Alice Whitney
they have been visiting Mrs. I. E at Ingraham hill for two weeks.
Barrett of Medford. They called on
friends and relatives in Malden, Som
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Glover returned
erville, Andover, Arlington and Wal to Watertown, Mass., Saturday, ac
tham.
companied by G. W. Hemingway who
will remain with them for a short
Wilbur Oxton of Stoughton, Mass., visit.
is the guest of his mother, Mrs. Emma
Oxtdn, and brothler-in-law, George
Miss Bessie Block of Dorchester
Palmer, Pleasont street
and Miss Lillian Raichlen of New
York are guests of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Miss Addie Young delightfully en Block of Thomaston.
•
«
tertained the office girls of the Cen
tral Maine Power Company at her
Mr. and Mrs. Isidor Gordon of
cottage ’’Daybreak" Holiday Beach, Limerock street have as their guests,
Saturday afternoon and evening. Mrs. L. H. Zeff of Dorchester, and
Bathing, games, music, etc. were David Cutler of Portland.
greatly enjoyed. Those present were:
Mrs. Addie Young, Mrs. Austin Gard
Edward M. Gordon, son of Mr. and
ner, Mrs. Abbie HAnscom, Mrs. Flor Mrs. I. Tlordon, Is visiting friends and
ence Ellis and daughter Patricia, Mrs. relatives in Portland for a few days.
Helen Blanchard. Misses Hazel Wall.
Leola Robinson, Doris Sylvester, Ber
Miss Lillian Raichlen of New York
nice Maloney and Lottie Young.
is visiting her sister, Mrs. H. B.
Bradbury of this city.
Mrs. Frank Bridges of Sawn’s
Island Is the guest of Mrs. G. K. Mayo
Miss Charlotte Kalloch of Taunton,
for the week.
Moss., is guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Jameson for the week.
The Outing Club is to have lunch
eon at Crescent Beach Inn tomorrow,
Miss Katherine Wellington and
then adjourning to Mrs. Helen Fales' Miss Almy of Wollaston, Mass., are
cottage for the afternoon.
guests of Miss Carrie Jameson, War
ren street.
This item of local interest was
clipped from the Caledonia (N. H.)
Mrs. Susie Tuttle of Round Pond
Record of Aug. 7: The home of Mr. was the weekend guest of her daugh
and Mrs. B. G. Somes was the scene ter, Mrs. W. C. Kenniston, • South
of a delightful surprise party Tuesday- Main street.
tr'
night given in honor of the marriape
of their daughter, Leona to Harold W.
Rodney Smith who has been the
Whitehill of Rockland. Me.
The guest of his daughter, Mrs. Bernard
couple arrived here Tuesday after Butler. South Main street, leaves to
noon on a two weeks' vacation and day for Sailors’ Snug Harbor. Mrs.
that evening found the living-room Butler is accompanying him, return
decorated with pink and white ing home later in the week.
streamers and a large group of rela
tives and friends present. Cake and
Mrs. Martha Watts entertained de
iee cream were served, a large layer lightfully at a family dinner,party
rake in pink and white, surmounted Saturday evening at her home in
by a miniature bride and groom being Warren, her guests being Maynard
especially attractive. .
Watts, Mrs. Rose Watts. Mr. and Mrs.
After refreshments Leslie, young Harold Watts, son Miles and daugh
brother of the bride, appeared draw ter Barbara, of Belmont, Mass.; Mr.
ing a cart bearing a large basket piled and Mrs. Frank Maxey and son Hor
high with lovely and useful gifts for ace, Mrs. Ida Maxey, Mr. and Mrs.
the couple. After vacation they will Oliver Holmes and daughter, Ernest
make their homy at 3X6 Broadway, Maxey, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Watts.
Rockland.
,
Miss Margaret Stevens, Miss Ida
Stevens, Mrs. Sabra Chandler, Mr.
In case of trouble with electric and Mrs. Arthur Perry and four chil
lights or fallen wires between 9 dren, Mr. and Mrs. George L. St.
o'clock Saturday night and 7 o’clock Clair, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene E. Stod
Monday morning, phone 507, Rock dard. daughter Irvilla and son Rich
land, the C. M. P. Co. power station.— ard. Capt. and Mrs. John Stevens and
adv.
daughter Katherine.
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WILL EE GUEST STAR
Adelyn Bushnell In “Peg O’

OUR GREAT ANNUAL

My Heart” At Thomaston
Saturday Night
The F. James Carroll Players after
seven seasons at Bijou Theatre Ban
gor, and this summer playing Rotary
Stock will be seen at Watts Hall,
Thomaston, next Saturday night in
a revival of J. Hartley Manners’ fa
mous comedy "Peg O’ My Heart.’’
Manager F. James Carroll, a very
dear friend of Adelyn Bushnell, has
engaged her for the revival of this
popular play as guest star for his
circuit of two weeks, supported by his
professional company of players in

SALE

STARTS WEDNESDAY, AUGUST ft 13th
«

The hundreds that have taken advantage of these extraordinary clearance sales in the past know positively that these selling events are in
a class by themselves—THE GREATEST DEMONSTRATION OF VALUE GIVING IN EXCLUSIVE high grade seasonable me.chandise PRESENTED AT ANY TIME THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE YEAR.

I

We will not carry over a single garment from one year to

•*

another, hence these drastic reductions in prices.

HUNDREDS OF DRESSES AT HALF PRICE
DOZENS OF COATS AT LESS THAN COST
Edith Keller Who Will Make Her
Professional Debut In Peg O’ My
Heart.

Remember This Sale Starts Wednesday Morning, August 13
. NO GOODS ON APPROVAL

NO MAIL ORDERS
eluding the popular Bangor favorite
Albert Veese, remembered
for his
performances in “Abie’s Irish Rose’’
and with Nance O’Neill in "The Lily;”
also Ada Dalton, Darothy Jewell,
Harold Randall, Walter Everstine,
Allen Roberts, and opposite Miss
Bushnell in the role of Jerry, will be
seen the popular favorite, Marshall
Bradford, well known in Thomaston
and Rockland.
In the role of Ethel will be seen an
other Thomaston favorite, Edith
Keller, who makes her debut as a
professional player in this revival
with the Carroll Players.
In all the parts that "Addie” Bush
nell has played in the best stock*com
panies from the Atlantic to the Paci
fic none fits this clever actress better
than "Peg.”
Seats are now on sale at McDon
ald’s drug store. The entire house is
reserved. One price, 50 cents.—adv.

COME SEE FOR YOURSELVES IF THIS IS NOT THE SALE SUPREME OF THE YEAR

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cottrell of Fram
ingham, Mass., spent the weekend In
this city.
Mrs. E. L. Toner and son Charles
who have been at Weld Lake for the
summer have returned home. Supt.
Toner expects to complete his studies
at Bates summer school this week.

Mrs. F. S. Louraine and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Keller and
Ione are visiting Mrs. Louraine’s for daughter Glenice of East Milton,
mer home in Traeadie, N. B., and will Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. W.
motor home via Quebec.
W. Gregory, Center street.
Mrs. Bertha Humphrey and Mrs.
Mrs. William Hartshorn accompan
Agnes Louraine are having two ied by Mrs. Donald Clark, Miss Edna
weeks’ vacation from the Senter Crawford and Miss Alice Whitten of
Crane Co. store.
Belfast, left Sunday for a week’s mo
tor trip through Northern Maine and
William Bisbee is home from New New Brunswick,
York on his annual vacation.

Mrs. Margaret B. Smith who has
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Don
ald Kelsey, North Main street, has
returned to North Haven.

Mrs. Walter J. Fernnld and Mrs.
Hector Staples and children returned
yesterday from Willard Beach. South
Portland. Mr. Staples is remaining
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Dodge motored a few days longer at the beach, guest
to Belfast for a weekend visit with of his sister. Mrs, Georgia Bunker.
Mr. Dodge's aunt.
Mr. and Mrs. William Scholzc and
,Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Sweetland and three children of New Milford, Conn.,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sargent of At are nt Crescent Beach for the month
tleboro, Mass., were dinner guests of of August.,
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Graves Satur
day. Mr. Sweetland is a brother of
Commander and Mrs. C. F. Snow,
Mrs. Graves, whom he has not seen accompanied by Misses Eleanor Snow
for seven years.
and Marian Richardson, are on a
motor trip to Bangor and vicinity.
Mrs. Josephine Y. Baker of Cam Bar Harbor and other points. At
bridge, Mass., is a guest of Miss Bur Salisbury Cove they will be guests
bank, 14 Mechanic street.
of Miss Frances Snow who is them
for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. John Anderson and
son Earl of Roxbury, Mass., returned
Miss Bicknell has her annual sum
Sunday after a weekend visit with mer sale of embroideries, novelties
Mrs. Earl Haskell.
and greeting cards at 12 Knox street,
Tuesday and Wednesday, Aug. 12
The Kalloch Class meets with Mrs. and 13. Silhouettes of Gen. Knox
Edwin Rollins at her former home for 50 cents. The last lot of those
on Mechanic street, Wednesday aft handi embroidered 50 cent handker
ernoon and evening. Picnic supper chiefs.—adv.
will be served. Take dishes and
silver and those not solicited pastry.
Commodore and Mrs. E. K. Leigh
ton and Dr. and Mrs. William Sharpe
are on a trip to St. John, N. B„ In the
Leighton yacht, The Duchess.

G. Milton Friese who spent the
weekend with his family at the home
of Mrs. Annie Simmons, Talbot ave
nue , left yesterday for Andover,
Mass.
Harlan Bird and ypung daughter
Mias Louise of Auburn, N. Y., ar
rived here Saturday afternoon to
visit Mr. Bird’s mother, Mrs. Nellie
Bird, North .Main street; and brother,
Mervyn Bird, in Belfast.
Miss Eleanor G. Start of Bangor is
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. R. I. Ab
bott, at Glencove.
A caller in town yesterday was Mrs.
Effie Crockett Carleton of Boston,
who was renewing acquaintance with
old-time friends of her girlhood in
her native eity. Accompanying Mrs.
Carleton are Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Lee of Montreal, where Mr. Lee is a
theatileal manager. The patty is
traveling by automobile and is mak
ing a brief stay at Cedar Crest. In
Camden.

346 Main St., Rockland
Opp. Strand Theatre

CUTLER-COOK CO.

Mrs. A. I. Stuart and son Charles
Chapin Class is to have a picnic at
of Bath who aye in Tenant's Harbor
for the summer were in this city j the summer home of Mrs. Leola
Wiggin in Warren, Friday evening,
Monday.
j Those who plan to attend are asked
Horace P. Maxey who has been to communisate with one of the
spending his vacation at his home in committee composed of Mrs. Faith gJ
this city, left Sunday for Boston. He Berry, Mrs. Lena True, Mrs, Nan.
accompanied Harold Watts of Bel Higgs, Mrs. Maud Blodgett and Mrs.*
mont who has been spending his va Katherine Teazle.
cation here and In Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis C. Stanley
Mrs. Lizzie E. Boyles Oif Cam and daughter Miss Edith Stanley
bridge, who is at her summer home have returned to their home in
in Tenant’s Harbor, is guest for a few !Farmington after being guests of Mr.
days of Mrs. Alice Russell, Park and Mrs. A. ,J. Murray, Talbot ave
street.
nue.

Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Arnold, daugh
ter Bertha and Albert Moore of
Waterville were weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert W. Merchant at
their Pleasant Beach cottage. Mrs.
Merchant and daughter Beverly re
turned with them for a week’s visit.

ALL SALES FINAL AND CASH ONLY

SECOND CONCERT

SEEING SAN FRANCISCO

Phoebe Crosby and Reginald

Laura Rhodes Tells Rockland Friend
About Some California Sights

Boardman, Stars In Uni-

Following are some extracts taken
i from a letter written July 29 by Miss
versalist 'Program
] Laura J. Rhodes of San Francisco, to
The second concert in the sum !a friend in this city:
"I have seen so many mountains
mer series being sponsored by the
I etc. that I am getting fed up, but have
UniversaHst organ fund committee always wanted to go to Yellowstone
takes place Thursday evening at 8.15 Park. As 1 have before said: "Things
Hills,
daylight, with Phoebe Crosby, lyric J are so big In the West.”
soprano, of New York, as the featured | (mountains we would say) are lev
elled down and hollows filled up to
artist. Miss Crosby will be assisted | make level roads, and concrete walls
hy Reginald Boardman, accompanist to keep them from falling on the road
and pianist, also of New York.
| give the appearance of solid granite
Miss Crosby is a nationally known walls. Perhaps there may be a hunartist. She began her career witt) the i dred or more steps climbing up Jo
Century Opera Company, singing the residences on high hills, and riding
Title roles of Tosea. Faust. Alda and about the city in the evening, the
Boheme. Feeling her aptitude for the street lights appear as stars in the
concert stage, she has been in con j sky. These seem larger to me every
stant tour throughout this country I time I see them. We read much of
and Canada. Miss Crosby's operatic the New York skyline; I think with
repertoire includes the leading roles In its (high hills San Francisco must
about 30 works which she sings both outdo It.
in their original languages and in
I wish you could see the fruit
English. In addition to concert and display. Just now there is every
recital she has also made many ap variety of fruit—strawberries to
pearances in oratorio and with or apples. There seems to be no par
chestra. A^mong some of her out ticular season for a particular fruit,
standing successes were recitals in and fruit is plentiful this season.
Aeolian Hall, New York; Iordan Hall, Flowers are abundant if plentifully
Boston; with the Maine Music Fes watered, though where there is so
tivals in both Portland and Bangor;
before the Rubinstein Club and Crit
erion Club, both of New York; and
soon. She possesses a fine voice with
dramatic possibilities as well as lyric
qualities, displaying exceptional vocal
skill and sensitive feeling.
Mr. Boardman comes very well
recommended. A pupil of .John Orth,
his most recent work has been with
Heinrich Gebhard of Boston, noted
pianist, teacher and composer. He
has given recitals in Jordan Hall and
Carnegie Hall, and his work as both
soloist and accompanist has already
been recognized in a flattering man
ner by (he critics.
Miss Crosby and Mr. Boardman are
arranging a program built to appeal
to both critic and music lover. Eng
lish songs will he featured and Mr.
Boardman’s piano groups will be
varied in nature.
Miss Mabel F. Lamb is chairman of
the activity, and tickets may he pro
cured from members of the committee
or the parish.

Keen-Henderson

William C. iKeen and Miss Mary C.
Henderson, both of Boston, were mar
ried at the summer home of the
bride's mother, Mrs. Elsie Giles. Sat
urday afternoon, Aug. 9 at 1 o’clock.
Rev. A. A. Walsh was the officiating
clergyman and the single ring service
was used. The couple were attend
ed by Mr. and Mrs. A. Winfield
Hooper. The bride was gowned in a
shades, and. Mrs. Hooper wore delft
shades, and Mrs. Hooper wore del fit
blue dotted georgette.

HOFFSES FAMILY

YE GREENE ARBOUR

/fcSPAROOM
.

Seminary and
Junior College

FOR YOUNG WOMEN
Thorough training for

college and for life. General
preparatory course and two
years’ college work with op
portunities for individual
talents. Music, art, dramat
ics, home economics, sten
ographic courses. Small
classes. Protective home
supervision. Gymnasium and
outdoor sports. 100th year
Rate $1000. Catalog.
Agnis M. Sappord. Prin.
Box T

Portland, Maine

TUES.-WED.
The Supreme

Thrill of the
Season—

Richard Barthelmess
IN

«THF.'

DAWN PATROL”
With

Doug. Fairbanks, Jr.

Neil Hamilton
Grim Tragedy

Forty-eighth annual reunion will
be held at Falllee Farm. North Cush
ing, Thursday, Aug. 28.
Edith M. Carroll, Sec.
90-102

And a story that will make your
heart beat quicker

ROBINSON FAMILY

COMING THURSDAY-FRIDAY

The Robinson family will hold its
annual reunion In St.. George Grange
hall, Thursday, Aug. 28, 193(1.

“QUEEN HIGH”

Stark Realism

I

Carolena K. Robinson, Sec.

With

Charles Ruggles

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY

Ginger Rogers

Her Fiery Songs Stir Men To
To Deeds of Valour!

Here’s vivid, colorful song
romance! Filled with Action!
Set in the land of the Volga
Boatman . . . .where "The
Flame” . . a girl of alluring
beauty . . . commands the
hearts of gallant men!

&0N6

J

Guests registered tills week are
Miss Olga Davis, Ashmont, Mass.; Mr.
and Mrs. Houghton, Plainfield. N. J.;
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Allman Brookline,
Mass.; Mrs. Alexander Harper, Farm
ington, Conn.; Miss Belen Costello.
Wfest Hartford, Conn.; Mrs. Edward
A. Locke and Mrs. Jarva S. J^ocke,
Boston;
Miss Mary Burroughs.
MARTINSVILLE
Washington, ,D. C.; Mr. and Mrs.
Robert B. Stone, Boston; Albert
The annual midsummer sale, sup Robinson, Peabody, Mass.; Ada L.
per and entertainment of the Baptist Demond. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Tucker,
Ladies’ Circle of the Church on the Warren, Mass.
Ridge, will <be held at the Grange hall.
Martinsville, next Friday afternoon
UNION
and evening, Aug. 15. The sale will
begin at 1 o’clock (standard time) and
Mrs. Ruth Spear of Rockland spent
will consist of the usual splendid
varieties. A delicious supper will be the weekend with her mother, Mrs.
served from 5 to 7. Entertainment I. E. Starrett.
Mr. and Mrs. Hertiert Hawes and
will begin at 8 o’clock and there will
be pleasing instrumental and vocal children, Mrs. U It. Hawes, Edith and
numbers, readings and an exercise William Hawes motored to Bingham
I
,
and drill, "The Decision of the recently.
Flowers" by six girls.

GLENMERE

much sand, they are of coarse variety.
There is a hollyhock 12 feet high in
the next yard, with pink blossoms |
within two feet of the top.
The houses in this neighborhood
are built close together, around a
square (8 or 9), and there Is quite a
space in the middle for garden plots
of sand. The fronts of the houses
are rather ornamental and the yards
are ornamented with clotheslines
strung from the windows to high
posts. There are seven Just now flap
ping at various heights!, so you see,
I never lack scenery.
I rode 100 miles Sunday afternoon.
Passed great fields of tomatoes, and
saw drying apricots (in shallow
frames on the ground) cut In half,
with cut side up. They look hand
some.’’
Miss Rhodes' letters are always
cheerful and full of Interesting things,
and her Rockland friends are always
glad to hoar from her.

A Publix Theatre
Home of Paramount Pictures
Tel. 409

LAKEWOOD

BERNICE CLAIRE, ALEXANDER GRAY
NOAH BEERY
All Talking Comedy
•
Novelty Acts

5 Miles North of Skowhegan
Mail Lakewood, Skowhegan, Me.,
Tel. Skowhegan 434
Every Night Except Sunday
7.30 I>. M. Standard Time

ALL THIS WEEK
Monday, August 11
CURTAIN RI8ES 7.15 E. S. T.

John Galsworthy's Groat Play
NOW SHOWING

“ESCAPE”

“GRUMPY”

Preceded ihy the Prologue ar
ranged In honor of the Mass
achusetts Tercentenary.

With

CYRIL MAUDE
PUBLIX
SHOWS
Daylight Tima
2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Sat. Continuous
2.00-to 11.00

Home of
Paramount
Pictures
TEL. 892

|Mt '■ WW'WA*AWAM

9/

LEO DOUCETTE’S ISLAND PARK BAND

DANCE UNDER 1000 MIRRORS
Admission 50 Cents

The Famous Star

in the (American Comedy

■■HMM “BROKEN DISHES”

Oakland Park
TONIGHT
BILLY EARLE- JOY BOY”

With a Matinee on
SATURDAY, AUGUST 25

DONALD MEEK

“EVERY SEAT A COOL RETREAT”

NOSHI

NEXT WEEK
Monday, August 18

Operatic Music Festival
Direction Dr. Wm. R. Chapman
Famous Artists n Varied
Programs
MONDAY NIGHT, AUG. 25
TUESDAY NIGHT, AUG. 26
WED. MATINEE, AUG. 27
A Vocal and Inatrumsntal Treat
Make Reservations Now

Lakewood Ina
Breakfast, Luncheon, Dinner
Sunday Chicken Dinner $1.53

LAKEWOOD DANCES
Ever/ Tuesday r-d Friday
LOU LISSACK’S ORCHESTRA

Overnight Bungalow*
Perfect Modern Equipment

WARNING

THE REALM OF MESIC

Buy GENUINE
BAYER

Gladys St. Clair Morgan

The 18th anniversary of the mu- Catholic, has given the story a mystic
nicipal organ of Portland will be oh- twist by making the motive of the
served Aug. 2. at 7.p. m.. (stand- voyage purely religious. The action
ard) instead of in the afternoon as of Columbus discovering America
in previous years. The program will resolves itself into a play on words
include selections by the Portland 1 with a religious meaning. Reviews
Municipal Orchestra. This is the state that the audience found the
first time that the orchestra has whole thing difficult to follow despite
played during tlie summer. It has Milhaud s music which was up to the
82 members and is an exceptionally very high standard of the Berlin
well trained group of musicians. Opera House. The public violently
In addition, there will he vocal solos demonstrated its disapproval, the
by Hili Koyke. the diminutive Jap- opera house at the close being a
itahye scene of tumultuous demanese soprano who has created something of a furore in this country, i onstrations such as have seldom ocShe has been the star of four opera curred in German theatrical history.
On the other hand the Antheil
companies, and this fall is to become
a permannent memer of the Phila opera was an immediate success, the
delphia Grand Opera Company. Miss composer receiving no less than 24
Koyke was born in Tokio of distin curtain calls. In theme it also deals
guished parents of the high samurai with America, but in ultra modern
fashion. There is an electoral fight
caste.
♦ • » •
between the wets and drys.
Those of Scottish blood will read
the following item with interest.
Reinald Werrenrath. the cele
'‘The coming Labor Day weekend
brated baritone, from now on will be
'will again see the highlands of Scot- a fixture on the Camel Pleasure Hour
land transplanted to tbe Ca"a',ian br„adea.t every Wednesday evening
Ruckles in the namesake town o f , # j#
wjz
ag(K)clatpd gta.
Panff. This mountain resor ha )
f<jr
tbp notpd singP].
sounded the ca I for “* 5“"*th
' who for 20 years has been a dominant
Highland Gatheiing a
"
f rce In American music signed a
Music Festival, scheduled to last from
m contrapt |() broadpagt ex.
AuB 2» to Sept. 1, Arranged as befoj.
Cajne, Hour
fore by the Canadian Pacific Railway . Wt.rrenratlVs virile and Intelligent
under the patronage ofthe Prince ot
hag pndparpd h(m ,o operatlc and
Wales, the festival will o er in ie- conPPrt audiences throughout the
view the gems < f Scottish minstrels). | wor|d for m(Tp lhan tw0 dppadps
together with dances and pipers lays i Hjs
mod„t>. and farming
which have survived through the tur- manner have added to this vast audimoil of clan warfare in Scotland as ,
who admirp Wg ar[ thousand, of
well as through 301 years of Scottish wa,m |)P1.sonal frlends. Despite the
settlement in Canada.
homage accorded him by foremost
• Seventeen Highland regiments in musipa, Pritlcs throuRhout the world.
Canada have entered their best pipers Wpi.renrath
stlldips
constantly,
to compete for valuable trophies. Lads j „After a gingpr has had repPatPd guc.
and lassies dressed in the flashing cesses over a long period, he apkilt will perform reels, sword dances |)r()achps lbp danBerous age when he
and highland flings, competing for may become careless." said Werrenprizes in classes grouped according to fath recentjv
age. In addition the leading Scottish
Recentlv he attended a police offiathletes of the Dominion have been cp,..s d,nnpr jn Xp„. York nispu|,ed
rounded up for the traditional Cale- j jn thp unjform of one of the "foinest"
donian games, like putting the j he sat lnconspjCUoUsly at the special
•stane' and tossing the caber, as well J guCRt tablp nurlng the entertainas the more usual track and field , mpnt whiph followed> it was anevents. One of the races is entitled nounced that: "Patrolman Werren•The Fiery Torch’ race, recalling the rath „f Trafflc A wiM slnR." As the
custom of the clansmen to summon strains of his Kreat VOice rang out
the elans to war by runners carry- throuph the hall a police officer
ing a burning torch.
* leaned over to Capt. Harry Eason,
"The musical program this year pi'errenrath's host, and whispered ex
will be coneentrated on the songs of citPdlv; • Sav, that guv is wasting his
Robert Burns. Two ballad operas In- timP on Ibp force He couid get a
eorporating these songs will be pro- hundred a „eek singing In a night
.

Have you stopped to consider that i
five of the artists in the summer se- !
ries of concerts being presented under
Already keen interest Is being
the auspices of the Universalist or- shown all through Xew England in
gan fund committee are natives of the approaching tour of the famous
Maine? They are X'ettie Green Kit- Paderewski who comes to Portland
tredge and Kitty (Lottie) McLaugb- , for one concert in October shortly
lin. formerly of Rockland: John E. i after his Boston appearance.
Fay of Portland: and Phoebe Crosby
Count Hugo Gorlitz. 76-year-old
and Reginald Boardman, natives of ' scion of an ancient and honorable line
lslesboro.
of European nobility tells this story
The next concert in this series takes of Paderewski:
place Thursday evening. Aug. 14,
"When people in Houston. Texas,
when Miss Crosby and Mr. Boardman Jhad waded through muck to the conwill appear as joint artists. Those | cert hull, unapproachable by vehicles,
who have heard Miss Crosby in the and shouted their displeasure at the
past realize the musical treat in j terrible means in getting to the hall
store.—a voice of beautiful quality ■ to hear the great master. Paderewski
combined with advantageous train- showed his power. The hus bringing
ing and charm of manner. Mr. Board- , him to the hall had been upset and
man comes very well recommended. ! tit" artist had had a narrow escape
To say that he has been a pupil of j(l om injury.
Boys waylaid him
John Orth and Heinrich Ehhard sig- j shouting ‘Give us a ticket to«he connifles the solid training he has re. 1 cert or there won't be any 1" Paderewceived. and the fact that he has ap- ski launched out with his fists and
peared in recital at Jordan Hall, -bowed the boys how he could fight
Symphony Hall and Carnegie Hall is his way in to the hall, and they came
bowing worshipfully to the master of
significant.
Kennebunkport has a lovely and strength and said:*Boss. we think
notel visitor an unusual one, too. She >'ou W* us
the)' started a
is Princess Watawaso. a full-blooded worship of their own. That In my
Penobscot Indian
| opinion was one of the greatest conPrineess Walawaso is a beautiful tue’ts Paderewski ever made"
and picturesque version of “Minne- ' Paderewski's hair, of course, is alhaha." She is the daughter of a m"sl
famous as his playing. Gorchief or tlie Penobscot tribe, of untells us that although never ad
mixed blood. When a small tot herin’l,tPd by thc master, he believed in
childish soprano v ice was often llis hirsute appendage, the color of
heard in native tribal songs and "hich was nei,ht,r ,'ed nor ye,L°"chants.
Now she p ssesses a verv i F»mewhat between the two. When
fine mezzo-soprano that has been lhe "as flrst approached to go to the
heard in many towns and cities. andi\'nited States,' he a8k1e<1 me, A 1
also in Eur, pe for the princess has '""tight American people would like
studied abroad. This summer this|his l’,a5ias'1. ,
. ,
.....
pretty Indian girl has been heard «• '
Yes' 1 tlunk *°' ’ repIled' but ’
am
sure
they
will
like
your
hair.’ I
all the leading hotels at Kennebunkport, and those who have heard her bad ln mind' "f '•°uise’ tb" '"male
pronounce her a supreme artist in the P"Pt.latlon of the country. After his
portrayal of Indian lore and the in-lflrst tour' when much
had
terpretation of all Indian music.
. been concentrated on the length of his
hair, one story had gone so far as to
* ♦ ♦ *
Germany’s pre-eminence in the wondpr how many times it would go
world of music and tlie opera is around the world. Paderewski be
strikingly illustrated by the fact that came anxious about what I called his
German opera houses were selected ‘stock-in-trade’ and he engaged a
for the first production of two not young German barber, Seliger by
able new works within recent peeks, name, who was born in the city of
one French, and the other American. Gorlitz Silesia, named after one of
Daily, often twice
"Christopher C lumbus,” book by the my ancestors
French ambassador in Washington. daily, manipulations with the help of
Paul Claudel, and music by Darius the yolk of an egg. kept his wonder
Milhaud, one of the best known of the ,,ful hair still wonderful. Scores of
modern French musical school, was !e,te;a "fid verbal requests came to
produced ot th, State Opera House ! m<* for a lock of that balr' wblpb
in
Berlin.
‘Transatlantic,”
the cp uld never be granted, as Paderew
libretto as well as thc score by George ski was superstitious about it. When
Antheil. was produced in Frank- ever any one of his locks was clipped,
fort-on-the Main at the Opera House it was carefully put away in his
there. Though both modern works in trunk, the ultimate destination of it
a way. nothing more fundamentally being unknown."
divergent than these two operas
could be conceived.
Wisconsin Grange memoers derive
‘‘Christopher Columbus" may per- large cash benefits each year through
haps be summed up as a work of the purchase of big quantities of
mystic and m< dineval interest with I binder twine, fertilizer, grass seed,
a musical setting that uses modern salt and other supplies, the business
meth »ds. Th > discovery of America I being done through a central pur
ls. of coursi the central theme. Rut chasing agency directed by State
Paul Claudel woo is a devout ! Grange officials.

Ideal After Golf

MOI
“Fresh from the Garden*”
845

MAINE WILL JOIN

MORROW'S SUCCESSOR

To Do Its Bit In the Mass

President Hoover Now Engrossed
With Selection Of An Ambassador
To Mexico

achusetts Bay Tercenten

ary Celebration I

Do not take chances—get the
.c J l.
genuine product identified by the

Maine joins in the celebration of
the Massachusetts Bay Tereontennr)
next Monday when Gov. Allen, Mrs,
Allen and a representative group of
Massachusetts officials journey to the
Maine State as guests of Gov. Gar
diner.
All along the route, which starts
at Kittery and proceeds to York
Portland and Augusta, by way of the
Belgrade Lakes region to Skowhegan,
a series of pageants will depict
Maine's eariv history from its flrst
I -ettlement by the traders in 1604. six
I (ppn ypjj-g before the Pilgrims landed
at Plymouth Rock.
Governors Norman S. Case ef
nbodp ,gland c w Tobpy of Npw i

name BAYER on the package and

Hampshire. John E. Weeks of Ver-

Aspirin

sented.

Every-Other-Day
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Know what you are taking to

relieve that pain, cold, headache
or sore throat. Aspirin should not
only be effective, it must also

safe.
Genuine Bayer Aspirin is reliable,

always the same—brings prompt

relief safely—does not depress the

the word GENUINE printed in red. n’ont and Jobn H Trumhul> of Con-1

/

___

In an effort to fill the diplomatic
post he considers most important in
the Western Hemisphere. President
Hoover lias turned his attention to the
selection of a successor for Dwight W.
Morrow, ambassador to Mexico.
Ambassador Morrow has set Sep
tember as the time he probably will
relinquish his Mexico post in prepa
ration for the November senatorial
campaign in New Jersey in which he
is the Republican candidate.
It is generally expected in diplo
matic circles that one of Mr. Mor
row s final acts in Mexico City will

1 necticut have been invited to partici- j
pate in the celebration. Newsreel
camera men will be on hand to tak- I
sound pictures of the event.
At 10 a. m. the visitors will as- ,
-enible at Badger’s Island on the Pisentaqua at Kittery, scene of the
| building
of
John
Paul
Jones'
"Ranger." whence they will proceed
1 under State Police escort to Kitten
! Common to receive Gov. Gardiner's ;
welcome to Maine. Appropriate cer
emonies will portray that eommuni •
, ty’s part in the planting of the flrsr!
I white settlement on the New England
| Shore.
Following a coast line, familiar to b
MELLIE AND GRAM
England mariners as early as 1601
and mapped by Capt. John Smith in
Will Be At Three-Quarter ,BU- the party wil1 halt at York Harr1 l i n
a hor f°r lunch- Here the pageant deV-entury rield Day
A picted will be the founding of York
once Georgeana the oldest char
Knitting Contest
tered city in America. At Portland
the visitors will he presented with
The more than 14,000 members en the key to the city and will then mo
rolled in the famous Three-Quarter tor to Augusta where they will be the
Century Club of Maine will be de- I guests of Gov. and Mrs. Gardiner at
lighted to hear the latest announce-i,be Blaine Housp for ,Pa'
. ,
...
Dinner will be served at Lakewood
ment issued from the office of the
skowhfRan. Following. the par:-.
Maine Public Health Association yes- i will he guests of Herbert L. Swett at 1
terday regarding the program for the the playhouse to view a presentation
annual meeting of the Club to be held P^ “Galsworthy's Escape " by the well 1
in Waterville on Friday. Aug. 15. The kno'vn Lakewood players.
An historical prologue, written and
special items covered by the an
nouncement include the facts that directed by William Sawtelle Haver'.Mellle and Gram" have accepted the r°rd- <'o|lf‘ee professor, and Howard
Invitation and will be there with the Lih<is«y- director for the players, will
bells on. and that Mrs. Evelyn Bar- dramatize the landing of Capt. George
ton Rittenhouse of St. Petersburg Waymouth at Monhegan in 1905.
the silver-tongued orator of Florida.
plans to arrive in Waterville the 14th
CLAMS FROM MAINE
and will speak the afternoon of the
big meeting. Mrs. Rittenhouse repNow Be Legally
rensents the Three-Quarter Century Cannot
Club of St. Petersburg. This will be
Brought Into and Sold In
her third appearance at a Maine Club
meeting, and she has won an enviaMassachusetts
ahle place for herself in the hearts of
the members through her charming
Dr. George H. Bigelow. Massaehu- I
personality, her clever addresses and setss State Commissioner of Public II
her very genuine interest in their
Health, has issued a warning that
comfort and happiness.
Mrs. Velma Woolworth of East clams from the State of Maine can- I
Winthrop has very kindly sent to the not now legally be brought into or
office of the Maine Public Health As sold within Massachusetts. He mad- i
sociation. under whose auspices the the following statement:
Three Quarter Century Club func
“We are today circularizing ill
tions. two valuable prizes for the beards of health In the State to ‘he
knitting contest. This is the first |pffpc, ,hat cIams from thp gtatp of
year that a first and second prize ; Mainp carno, „on. Ipga„v be broug)H
have been Offered in any contest. ! |nto or gold withln the gtate Vr ,er
Could the feminine members of the exNting gtatutes we must obtain in.
.splendid
_ ^_._aprizes,
8
j? \eSe tW° formation from the proper authorities
without doubt some in the exporting State to the effect
S.ooo pairs of knitting needles, would that ,bp sourpp gheIlflgh for ,
immediately be put Into use in prac- 1 tation is suitable. Under the Maine
tising for the event.
iaw the authorities of that State are
The Maine Public Health Associa
able to give such certificates only up
tion is the only State health organi- to the first of June. Therefore, with
zation in existence which conduct*
out
such
approval
from
the
any sort of a social activity for the
! Maine authorities, further importa
older generations. It is interested in
tion is illegal.
the Club members' health, happiness
"From any data that we have at
and lives. It wishes to bring to them
hand there is no greater amount of
one day of recreation and joy. The
pollution of Maine clamsthanof na
following tribute from a Club member
tive clams on the market, so that their
Mrs. Mary E. Mallett of Lee, Maine,
importation would not increase thc
demonstrate the feeling of apprecia
problem of polluted clams. However,
tion which the Three-Quarter Century
the law being as it is, we have no
Club has for its organizer and spon
option in the matter hut to inform
sor:
“To the Maine Public Health the local officials of the matter and
Association: The Maine Three Quar to take action ourselves on any infor
ter Century Club will stand as a mation that comes to our attention.”
Commissioner Bigelow's letter to
monument of your building. May it
span the globe. Recently 300 elderly the boards of health reads as follows:
"It has come to our attention that
people, rich and poor, were questioned
as to their happiness. Only four were considerable quantities of clams are
being transported into Massachu
contented. The rest having no con
genial work or fad dwelt on their setts from Maine. All certificates is
inflrmaties and loneliness, finding no sued by the State of Maine for the
shipment of shellfish out of that
peace in inactivity."
“ To the Maine Public Health State expired May 1. 1930, and the
the wonderful assistance rendered by approval of this department of Maine
citizens throughout Maine, who are dealers expired the same date. These
helping with the revision of the roster clants are. therefore, being shipped
the question of transportation, the into this State in direct violation of
entertainmeint of the members, etc. . Chapter 269 of the Acts of 1928. which
so that the day may Indeed be made contains the following provisions:
a red letter one for the venerable and “The provisions of this section shall
worthy members of the Three Quarter be enforced by local boards of health.'
“We ask your co-operation in this
Century Club of Maine, who deserve
matter.”
all the attention and honors the occa
sion warrants. .

I

be to lay before the Mexican gov
ernment the name of his successor,
to learn if the president’s selection is
“persona grata” to the southern re
public.
Those close to the President said
the chief executive has in mind two
types of men which he feels might
measure to the reputation established
by'Mr. Morrow in the Mexican capjtal.
One of these is the business man or
banker interested in public service.
The other is the career diplomat of
the type of Hugh S. Gibson, ambas
sador to Belgium and close friend of
the President.

Sardine Factories Resume Packing
After Enforced Suspension Of Two
Months.

a

and
79-tf

ANNOUNCEMENT
E take great pleasure in announcing the
appointment of the Eastern Furniture
Company as Philco Radio dealers in Rockland.
A complete line of the new Philco tone-control
models are on display today in the Eastern
Furniture Company’s salesrooms.

W

rPHE public is assured of the highest degree
* * of service through the combined efforts of
Eastern Furniture Company, F. W. Farrel Com
pany, and the makers of the Philco Radio.

F. W. Farrel Company
Philco Distributors
Rockland, Maine

August the twelfth

HILCO
TONE-CONTROL
YOUR PERSONAL TOUCH TO RADIO RECEPTION «<
RADIO’S newest mervel
•» —a tone control knob
cn the front of the set which
jives you mastery over the
quality of tone sent from the
broadcasting station.

Think what it means to bring
in your favorite jazz band
with the crisp, snappy tone
of dance-floor REALITY.
Consider the enjoyment of
bringing in the great Philco
Symphony concerts in the
mellowest, richest tones, or,
if the music offers big brass
sonority, you can instantly
make it as brilliant as you
like, with a tum of the hand.

of the wonderful tone pro
duced by Philco’* balanced
units; new circuits of ex
traordinary selectivity; tre
mendous distance ability,
opening up of vast new fields
of enjoyment for owners.

Philco Tone-Control
Brilliant-Bright-Mellow-Deep
Tum Ihu Philco Ton* Control to thw*
four positions of TONE QUALITY.
Chant* «p««ch or music to suit your
test*. You have * PERSONAL
CONTROL over th* ton* s«nt you
by th* station. Operate it yours«ll
with this knob on th* front of th* s«t
and vastly increase your sphere of
radio antartainmant Truly "radio's
newest miracle."

The radio world has been
waiting for the perfection of this invention.
Everybody has wondered when the radio
LISTENER could take a hand in the per
formance, right at home.

Will Be Seen At the American Phi
latelic Society In Boston This
Month

More than 10.00() stamp collectors
and their friends from all over the
country will assemble in Boston
from Augest 11 to 16. when the
American Philatelic Society will pre
sent an exhibit of more than 31,000.(>00
worth of rare stamps at its annual
convention.
The affair will have the coopera
tion of the Boston Philatelic Society.
Metropolitan
Philatelic
Society.
Nashua Philatelic Society, Rhode
Island Philatelic Society. Springfield Stamp Club, Suburban Stamp
and Curio Club, Lowell Philatelic
Society. Lynn Philatelic Society,
Nashaway Valley Stamp Club and the
Worcester Stamp Club.
Among the rarities exhibited the
most valuable stamp will he thp fa
mous “One Cent British Guiana" of
which only one copy is known to ex
ist. The tiny, insignificant appearing
scrap of paper is from the collection
of Arthur Hind of Utica, New York,
and Is valued at $40,000.
Official recognition by the United
States Government has been obtained
fur the show, and the Federal Postoffice will open and operate a branch
post-office on the exhibition floor,
which ln addition to routine business
will provide a special cancellation
One of the youngest Grange lec stamp to he used on out-going mail.
turers in the United States lives in
It is gptting to l>e so that a man
Maine, a young w\iman just past 14
years of age. who is lecturer of a can not indulge in burglary, murder
large subordinate unit in that state or high treason without being indict
and in that position is proving herself ed for making an incorrect incometax return.—-New York Times.
a successful community leader.

After morp than two months of
delay in getting underway, several
.".ardine-packing houses along the
■Maine Coast Monday opened their
plants, commencing to pack for the
first time this year, although the nor
mal opening-date for the sardine sea
son is in late May.
Repeated rumors that herring and
sardines In Maine waters this year
are "sick" appeared to he fairly well
blasted with the opening of the pack
ing plants Monday.
Fishermen whose weirs for the
past several weeks have been over
loaded with herring and sardines wil!
immediately commence unloading
their surplus on the several packing
plants, it is indicated.
Ten canneries of the William Un
derwood Company along the New
England coast, including the factory
at Rockland, began full-time opera
tion Monday morning.
Portland
packing houses are expected to com
mence operations within a few days.
The first local plant to open will be
the Willard-Daggett Company's Cen
tral Wharf establishment, scheduled
to commence packing Friday morn
ing.—Portland Evening News.

announce Tnerr

In Massachusetts the Grange an
nually sponsors a state-wide bird day.
to which people come from all over
j the state. Bird walks, lectures, dem. onstrations,etc., make up a day of ex• ceptioi al value.

MILLION DOLLARS IN STAMPS

BACK ON THE JOB

lain#

Here it is at lastl Hailed all over the
land as the greatest step forward in radio
reception since the perfection of Philco
balanced units, which STILL serve to give
you the wonderful lifelike UNDIS
TORTED Philco tone.

It is natural that Philco should again lead
the industry with PHILCO TONE CON
TROL. Philco has long been identified
with the perfection of radio tone. In 1929
these marvelous seto became world leaders,
in popular favor and in sales, because

All these great f-atures are
retained and Philco Tone
Control is added. Philco*s
new radios are all you can
buy In radio, no matter what
you pay. The Philco Screen

Grid Plus has, in addition,
AUTOMATIC VOLUME
CONTROL which coun
teracts fading, to you can

not only get, but held and
enjoy, programs. Each Philco
Radio has a neW) improved electro
dynamic speaker and .a New Station
Recording Dial on which you can log
your favorite stations. Available for
operation on AC or DC electric cur
rent, or by battery. And the new Philco
cabinets are exquisite creations of Ameri
ca's foremost designers. America's tre
mendous acceptance has made them far
from expensive. Such values are hard to
believe until you inspect the Philco line.
Your nearest Philco Dealer wants you to
operate the new Philco with Philco Tone
Control in your own home. The demon
stration won't obligate you in any way.
Easy terms, of course, if you decide to buy.

THE HIGHBOY
New 9-tube Screen Grid Plus Chassis built into en
exceptionally beautiful cabinet of American walnut,
with one hundred per cent figured matched butt
walnut pilasters and instrument panel; hand-rubbed
satin finish; American Gobelin tapestry over
speaker. Price, $145, less tubes. Other exquisite
furniture models from $95 to $198 (Radio-Phono
graph).

F. W. FARREL COMPANY
Philco Distributor for Knox and Lincoln Counties
643 Main Street
Tel. 661
Rockland, Maine

